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State Can Taf t and Diaz Will Used His Cork Spaniards Sustained Chicago Police InsMeet in MetropoMake so Good a
Legs as Life
Heavy Losses
pector is Indicted
lis of Texas
Preservers
Showing
Yesterday
Today
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At Same Time
Tariff on Shoes
Is Reduced

FRONT GHARGE OF PROTECTING VICE IS A COMPROMISE MEASURE

'
.
Governor Appoints Delegates Former Averse to Breaking Thrilling Tale of Rescue Newspaper Edition Seized at Sergeant Griffin Accused New England Manufacturers
Precedent of Leaving
From the Storm at
Madrid by the GovernMake Important Conof Having Collected $150,
to National Irrigation
Galveston.
ment.
cessions.
000 Hush Money.
Country.
Congress.
Governor

Curry today

Washington, D. C. July 24. It is
probable that President Taft will meet
President Diaz in San Antonio instead
of El Paso on the coming trip. There
is a cast iron precedent against the
president setting foot on foreign soil
and when this was explained to Diaz
the latter agreed to meet Taft in the
United States, provided the Mexican
Congress will give necessary permis
sion.

appointed

the following delegates to the

SevCon-

enteenth National Irrigation
gress at Spokane, on August 9 to 14:
W. S. Hopewell, George Arnot, J.
Weinman, P. Hanley, Dr. E. N. Wilson, Fayette A. Jones of Albuquerque;
L. Bradford Prince, R. A. Ford, A. C.
Brookes, John P. Wagner, C. F. Kan-en- ,
Santa Fe; R. E. Twitchell, John
W. D. Veeder, Charles A. Spiess; D.
T. Hosklns, George A. Fleming, Cleo-fe- s
Romero and R. A. Morley, of East
Las Vegas; Hugo Seaberg of Raton;
Charles Springer, George H. Webster of Cimarron; W. H. Bucher of
Raton; Charles Springer, George H.
Webster of Cimarron; W. H. Bucher
of Hillsboro; W. D. Murray and
George H. Utter of Silver City; Cony
T. Brown, Socorro; A. H. Hilton, San
Antonio; R. E. McBride, Oscar Snow;
H. B. Holt, W. A. Fleming Jones,
Kicolas Galles, Las Cruces;
Gayle
Talbot, Artesia; Ralph C. Ely, Dem-ing- ;
George L. Bradford, Dawson;
Washington E. Lindsey, Portales. E.
Cook Lakewood; C. H. McLena-than- ,
E. P. Bujac, A. M. Hove, Francis G. Tracey, I. S. Osborne, Carlsbad;
S. R. Seymour, Mountainair; J. H.
Doran,
Hagerman; C. M. Steed, Clo-vi"
W- - R. Eidson, C. E. Mitchell,
'Theodore Thulemeyer, Alamogordo;
Jay Turley, Aztec; William Locke,

TRADER SHOT
BY BOOT LEGGER

Galveston, Texas, July 24. William
Davies, of Groveton, Texas, who was
washed from the Tarpon pier during
the hurricane relates a thrilling tale
of rescue,
Davies, who is legless,
took off both cork legs before the destruction of the pier, was washed 15
miles to sea on a raft which broke
up under him, when he saw his legs
floating amid the wreckage.
Placing
one under each arm he swam back
into the bay, being picked up thirty
miles from where he was washed into the water. He was in the water

thirty hours.
Subscriptions Pouring In.
New Orleans, La., July 24. SubWarned Assailant Not to Furnish
scriptions for the towns suffering
Whisky to His Boys and Is
from the hurricane, are pouring inFatally Wounded in Reply.

Durango, Colo., July 24. Ed. F. Nolan, the well known post trader and
pioneer merchant of Mancos, was shot
and probably fatally wounded by Marion Baker. The tragedy occurred on
the streets of Mancos following an exchange of words.
V;Baker is a piano turner and salesman representing a Salt Lake firm and
it is alleged engaged in "bootlegging"
liquor as a side.", line in Montezuma
county where his periodic visits are
said to have "been welcomed by those
who found their liquor supply cut off
by the recent vote in Mancos. Nolan
had previously warned Baker against
furnishing whisky to his boys.
Baker had been in company with
Nolan's boys, finally going to his room
in the Bauer, bank building, taking the
;
f .
boys with hi m.
y
j
In the evening when Nolan knocked
on the door .'of the room he was met
with oaths and was denied admission.
Nolan returned to the street and sat
down on the bank building steps to
await the coming of his boys.
A little later Baker came out, Nolan still seated on the bank steps, took
Baker severly to task tor furnishing
whisky to his sons. A few words were
exchanged, when Baker whipped out
his gun and emptied it into ihe body of
the merchant. One bullet passed
through the right breast, penetrating
the lung and coming out of the back.
The second bullet went through the
ieck and the third entered the skull
just above the left eye, cutting the
optic nerve, and made its exit through
the skull just back of the left ear.
Nolan sprang to his feet to defend
himself as the first shot was fired, but
fell on receiving the bullet in the
head.
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Edwards, Farmington; John I.
Hinkle, Hagerman; W. M. Read, A.
Pruitt, Otto Hedgecoxe, Mrs. Dora

JV. M.

M. Matthews, Roswell; E. W. Mears,
Clovis; Mrs. Robert E. Wilson, Albuquerque; R. Swanzy, Demtng; Ver-no- u
LV Sullivan,' Santa Fe; J. D. Tins-leFabian Garcia Dr. W. 'E. Garri-n- n
Aerlnnltnral Polleee: William T.
French, Engle; J, W. Green, Gallup.
Healthy Banking Business.
On July 1, according, to the report
of Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-for- d
for the past fiscal year, being prepared for Governor Curry's annual report to the Secretary of the Inter'
lor, there were in New Mexico seventy-five
national and territorial banks
doing business with a capital of
and, resources and liabilites
amounting to $24,608,651. Since New
Year this is an increase of six banks,
one national and five territorial, on

-

Madrid, July 24. The report of the
general staff shows the casualties of
yesterday's fighting at Melilla to include eight officers dead, 13 officers
wounded, and 2C0 privates, wounded.
The number of privates killed was
not made public. The heavy loss is

said to be due to confusion in getting reinforcements to the front. The
troops continue to embark from Malaga as fast as possible, it is reported here that General Marina will be
retained in supreme command in Mo
rocco with the rank of lieutenant gen
eral. The strict censorship continues
A Nueva Espanueva edition was seized this morning.
Official dispatches
report that the Spaniards are still
holding the railroad line at Malilla.

to Angleton and Bay City, Texas,
which are unable to meet the situation unaided. With a number still ROMANCE IN
missing, the death list from the storm
PROSAIC WASHINGTON
numbers 29.
Eleven Are Dead at Angleton.
Colonel A. H. Holt
New Orleans, La., July 24. Late re- Septuagenarian
Wooes and Weds a Bride Who
ports from Angleton, Texas, 'state
Confesses to Sixty Years.
that 11 are dead bringing the death

list

up

to

38.

YESTERDAY SUICIDE,
TODAY MURDER
Important Testimony That Puts Different Phase on Sutton Affair at
Annaoolis.
Annapolis, Md., July 24. The testimony of Chaeffeur Owens at the
Sutton inquiry yesterday that Sut
ton tried to avoid a fight
is casting the first light on the affair
from a witness on the outside of the
service and went far to strengthen the
belief of those who think that Sutton
was murdered, and counsel for Mrs,
Sutton may make further cross-exaination of the officers on resumption
of the trial on Monday. Mrs. Sut
ton's counsel will then place on the
witness stand Private Charles Ken
nedy, who is said to have been an
eye witness of the tragedy.
It is claimed that the report of Dr.
McCormick, who performed the autopsy will show Sutton's skull factur-ed-.
Dr. McCormick will be an important witness next week.
;

witft-Affam- s

Washington, July 24. Cupid & Co.
The
Washington, have been busy.
senior member of the firm did his
work here, but the victims of his
wiles went to New York to complete
the contract.
Hence the marriage license clerk in
the city hall, New York, issued a license to marry to Colonel Alexander
H. Kelt, aged 70. The bride to be 1s
Miss Helen Mary Griswold. aged CO
j cars. Both are of No. 1825 F Street
North Washington,,,, Colonel Holt, who is' a veteran of
the Civil War, breveted a lieutenant
colonel in an Illinois volunteer regiment, is a clerk in the office of the
auditor of the war department. He
was appointed by President Grant in
1867 as chief clerk of the internal
revenue office, but was removed in
the political excitement attendant on
the exposure of the great whisky ring
frauds.

'

i.

Chicago, July 24 Charged with
being one of the men "higher up," Police Inspector Edward C. McCann,
member of the police force for a gen
eration was indicted today for alleged
collection of money for the protection
of vice from the west side Tenderloin
The indictment followed that, of Ser
geant Jeremiah Griffin who it is said
acted as collection agent for McCann and others. Griffin Is stated to
have collected $150,000 for the protec
tion of selling cocaine and everv oth
er vice. Louis Frank, a millionaire
politician, whose influence always lias
been potent in the levee district, Mike
Heitler known as "Mike the Pike",
and Morris Shatz are said to have
squealed on the grafters and M. A.
Sanchez, charged with being a
to secure the protection is
under indictment. McCann says the
indictment is the result of an attempt
of a powerful clique to ruin him because he would not protect vice.
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JIM JEFFRIES
TEACHES

Relation of Man's
Liver to His
' Soul
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will-begi-
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Washington,

D.

WINDY CITY the
Corrupting Influence of'thie Under
World and the Saloons Wherever
They Are Tolerated.
Chicago. July 24. A storv of eraft
in the west side levee of Chicago is
said to have been related to the grand

jury today.
Detective Sergeant Jeremiah Griffin, alleged to have been the collector of protection money from dive
keepers, gamblers and cocaine sellers

was indicted on eight count's.
He is said to have gathered as
high as $9,000 a month, a very small
part of which remained in his own
pocket. In all Griffin is said to have
collected $150,000 from the under
world.
Indictments also were returned
against Louis Frank, saloon keeper,
and politician, who is said to have
accumulated a fortune of $1,000,000 in
the levee district, and against Michael Heitler, who is familiarly known
as "Mike the Pike."
They are alleged to have collected
houses by
money from disorderly
as police
representing themselves

Colonel Holt's wife died two years
ago in Monmouth, 111., having for
many years been an invalid. Owing
to the condition of her health she was
unable to live in Washington, and
for the last 15 years Colonel Holt has
$2,-that date the capital having been j
lived with Miss Griswold and her agents.
514,500, and the resources and liabilG. Arthur Griswold, a minbrother,
NOT A SINGLE
ities $21,086,089. During the past six
ing engineer, who has spent much BRUTAL MURDER
years there has not been a failure of a
of that time in Mexico and various
JUROR
QUALIFIED
national or territorial bank In New:
AT GAL1STEO
parts of the United States in mining
Mexico and on July 1 the territorial
Second Trial of Patrick Calhoun projects. Through long association
'banks had a reserve of 44 per cent,
the couple thought it advisable to oc- Mystery Surrounds the Death of Jesus
Threatens to Be Even Longer
much larger than that required under
Encinias, Who it is Alleged Was
Than the First.
cupy Miss Griswold's tastefully ap
the National Banking Act. There has
Beaten to Death.
San Francisco, Oal., July 24.The pointed apartment on F street as one.
leen one failure of a private bank, a
This is Miss Griswold's second rofirst week of the second trial of Pat
General
small concern at San Miguel, over SUFFRAGETTES AT
When Brigadier
Word received from Galisteo this
rick Calhoun, charged with offering a mance.
Alawhich the territorial auditor had no
E.
has It that very suspicious
afternoon
represented
George
Spencer
without
CAMP
ended
the
qualification
bribe,
EQUALITY
supervision, but under the new law of
of a single talesman. Four hundred bama in the United States from 1868 circumstances surround the death of
to 1879, he met and became engaged Jesus Encinias, a sheep herder, who
19.09, these banks will come under his
They Are Housed In Tents and Have were summoned.
to Miss Griswold, who, after the war, after
supervision. Nothing better Illustrates
long illness, died suddenly ala Retinue of Cooks. Boatmen
10 years in the treasury
worked
for
thfe revival of .business in the South-Tvewas believed he was getting
it
.
though
and Laborers.
Senator Spencer died better.
and the carefulness of the superdepartment.
24.
Investigation shows that
Camp
Wash.,
Spokane,
July
,
before their marriage.
vision given the banks by the terriEncinias was terribly beaten up and
Equality, on the wooded shore of pictorial traveling auditor.
Mr. Griswold, her brother, is not ad that his death resulted from injuries
turesque Library lake, 16 miles east of
vised
as to when the marriage will inflicted upon htm while he was con
Increases in Assessment
the
was
formally opened by
Spokane,
take
but explains the .trip to valescent but still in bed. His mur
place,
Traveling Auditor Charles V, Saf- Spokane Equal Suffrage League the
PREACHER
as
New
York
part of the honeymoon. derers are unknown.
one
the
from
half
afternoon of July 18. when preparaford, after hearing
counties in the Territory, estimates tions were 'begun under the direction
the increase in assessments over last of Mrs, May ArkWright Hutton And
MAGISTRATE FINDS
REBEL TROOPS
year to be twelve per cent. Dona Ana Mrs. LaReine Baker for the state conGUILTY
HIMSELF
ASKING FOR PARDON
vention in this city earjy in October.
leads in the Increases, snowing an
of $765,000; Guadalupe comes j The suffragists' are housed in tents,
Sentenced Himself to Pay Fine of Sultan Mulai Hafid of Morcoco is
net with $686,000 and having made a the retinue of servants including
Five Dollars and Costs for
Helpless and a Prisoner at the
sitnilar increase the year before; cooks, boatmen and ordinary laborers.
Speeding Automobile.
of
Increase
$575,000
an
David C, Coates, formerly lieutenant
Capital of Fez.
Chaves- shows
folas
Morocco, July 24. Refrom
Tangier,
now
of
heard
a
counties
resident
other
governor
Colorado,
and
Vancouver, B. C. July 24. Police ports from Fez, state that conditions
lows: Santa Fe $304,000; Colfax1 of Spokane, who led the insurgents at
Magistrate Adolphus Williams, oharg- - are improving and that the viziers
at Seattle,
$435,000; Lincoln $321,000; McKlnley j the National convention
ed with speeding his automobile, was are returning to allegiance and the
WORLDLY
THE
OLD
Of
$35,000; Mora $30,000; Socorro
early this month, was the chief speak
jury and prisoner in his own rebel troops are asking for the par
judge,
Sierra $56,000; Torrance $118,000; er at the opening session, at which the
case.
Previous reports stated that
"Guilty, or not guilty," said don.
Valencia $305,000, while tffe assess- Spokane College Club, which recently
Judge'
Williams.
"Guilty," answered Sultan Mulai Hafid was helpless and
,
ment of the new county of Curry is $1,-- adopted the "Not Vote. No Husband" Minister Rather Thinks the
the prisoner Williams. "$5.00 and a prisoner in the capital with Mulai
500,000 and that of San Miguel $4,332,- - slogan, was largely represented. It is
is
costs." said Judge Williams. "Justice Kebir, brother of the Sultan advanc
Champion Slugger
351. It is due to the work of Gover- announced by Mrs. Hutton that this
is
'
blind," remarked the prosecutor and ing with a large force to attack the
camnor Curry and the traveling auditor, is the beginning of a state-wid- e
Right.
paid $9.80. from Ms left pocket to his capital.
mainly, that these healthy increases paign in the Interest of the cause. Arright.
- are
rangements have been made with an
reported.
24. "Why
Minn.,
Minneapolis,
July
NO POLITICS IN
electric railway company to run specThe Circle Drive.
in thunder don't you preachers say
the
ASSESSMENT
from
ial
trains
STRIKE
that
the
D.
during
iSena
Spokane
reports
Jose
as
well
Mayor
ARMY AND NAVtf
something about a man's body
-connecting link on top of the Tesuque time the camp is in operation. It is as his soul." asked Jim Jeffries, apORDERED
MAY
BE
divide is being completed by the con- j expected there will be several speak- pearing at an amusement park here,
Aristide Briand, the Socialist, Sucvicts today and that next week, these ers of national fame before the camp to Rev. G. L. Morrill, who called on Western Federation of Miners Expects
ceeds in Forming a Cabinet for,
at the lower end of the is closed.
him. , "How, is a man going to save
to Unveil a Monument to
the French.
' Pettibone.
his soul when his liver is out of orCircle of Horseshoe Drive to put the
24. Aristide Briand toParis,
July
der." The champion told Morrill he
entire seven miles in good condition. SONvOF SENATOR BARELA
day succeeded in forming a new cabiKILLED UNDER LOAD OF HAY. was welcome but not more becarse
San Miguel County's Assessment.
Denver, Colo., July 24. The Feder- net. While the general impression Is
Trinidad, Colq,v July 24. Ablardo he was a minister. He said he ation of Miners
Assessor John H. York of San
considered the favorable, the press Is skeptical reas-a 13 year' old nephew of Sen- thought there are just as many good strike situation today
in executive session. garding the duration of the cabinet.
Ulguel county has completed bia ! Barela,
sessment rolls and has computed that ator Casimiro Barela,1 was instantly people outside of the church as in It. About 3,000 men lire out now and the Giving the portfolios of war and mathe assessment of the Empire county killed on the ranch of the senator by The minister said he did not knoV convention may order a strike assess rine to General Brun and Admiral de
of the Territory, this year is $4,332,351, falling off a 'load of hay, the rear but what Jeffries was right.. Morrill ment. A monument to George A. Pet laPayrere is regarded as a guarantee
wheels ot the wagon passing over him will appear on the platform with the tlbone may be unveiled this afternoon1 lliat politics will be eliminated from
'
'
and crashing his chest.
If the work Is completed.
the army and navy.
champion this afternoon.
(Continued on Page Eight.) ;
--

24.
President
Washington,
July
Taft was notified by the House and
Senate leaders today that hides will
surely go on the free list. As a
rider to the previous free hides clause
will be a provision for material reduction of the House rates on shoes
and other leather products. This was
followed by a statement that free
hides will only be had by an agree- .
. .
p
uieui oi .ime learner manuiaciurers
that their goods will bear lower rates.
The Crane League told the President
that New, England is ready to make a
concession" as a part of the bargain
for free hides. This opened the
way for an agreement in conference
as the western Senators said time
and again that the objection to free
hides will cease when the rates on
manufactured leather products are
The rates
correspondingly reduced.
on shoes will be lowered from 15 to
10 per cent according to the Presi
dent's advice.
Mail Robberies Checked.

C, July

24.

That

postofllce department has effectually checked, if not finally stopped a
series of daring mail car robberies In
the West, Is disclosed in an official
report submitted today to Postmaster
General Frank H. Hitchcock by Post-offic- e
Inspectors Hal B. Mosby and C.
M. Perkins. Since the Northern Pacific holdup at Hilliard, Washington,
in September, 1907, in which the bandits secured $40,000 from a registered
mail car, no less than six train rob
beries have been committed between
Omaha,
Spokane, Washington, and

In; all of. these robberies

Nebraska.

mail rather than express cars have
been attacked or seized by the out-- ,
laws. Recognizing that valuable reg
istered mail was the prize sought In
all of the recent hold-ups- ,
Postmaster
General Hitchcock issued an order In
May calling for vigorous action. Post-offic- e
Inspector Mosby and Perkins
were detailed to proceed to Spokane,
the scene of most of the hold-upbut
while enroute the fast overland limited on the Union Pacific was held
up and robbed near Omaha, Nebraska, and their assignment was changed to that point. As a result of their
work, in connection with Inspector C.
L. Patterson and Ralph Smith, and
the Omaha police and Union Pacific,
secret service officials, there is little
doubt of the capture of four of the
nana or train roDDers responsime ior
the numerous depredations since the
hold-uat Hilliard. Those charged
with the Union Pacific robbery at
Omaha and against whom the post-offiinspectors have secured evidence strongly Implicating them in
the holdups near Denver and Spokane
are Bill Matthews, alias G. W. Marvin, the alleged ring leader; Lawrence Golden, alias Jack Shelton, alias
J. C. Kelly; Dan Dower, alias D. IV.
Wood; Fred Torgensen, alias F. W
alias
Derf, and Frank Grigware,
James Gordon. The suspects are
known to have lived In the vicinity
e
of Spokane all their lives. The
a
Inspectors have worked up
strong case against them. They are
held In the Douglass county Jail at
Omaha under $25,000 bond. As they,
are charged with having jeopardized
the lives of eight mail clerks in the
Omaha holdup, If convicted .the penalty for their crimes may be life
imprisonment. Since the discovery
of revolvers, masks, cartridges and
"
caps burled Ju a hill side on the
campus of Brown Park school house
in South Omaha and the finding of
empty mail pouches and dynamite in
the attic of that school house, the
postofflce inspectors have traced the
suspects to Denver and connected
them with the holdup of a Denver and
Rio Grande train near Denver on
s,

p

ce

post-offic-

February

12.

(

Fish for Cimarron.
V
Washington, D. C, July 24. At the
request of Representative Martin, of
'
Colorado, the fisheries bureau will
stock Silver Tip lake, near Cimarrou,

with trout.

.

Will
Washington,

Rangers.

July 24. The
government has set aside $50,000 as
allowance money to be divided among;
the rangers of the Western country
who have been put to the extra ex-pense or keeping horses. Eight thousand dollars of this amount will be
distributed In this district.
D. C,

.Big Postal Card Order,

Washington,

D.

C, July

24.

(Continued on Page Eight.- -
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The dig Store

THE

The success of our
business ilcpen ils
upon the conlldenee
that buyers have In
us, and in our methods there must be

will and

mu-tui-

friendliness

between ns. Prices
must be lower than
e s e w h e r e. But
quality too niut be

if:

1

0):

B

Pit' PWIM. lilfira

Of.'

A

J
1

u

A

IKUt,

it was ere autumn came
I'd joined the gladsome tnrong
Who danced attendance on the dame,
And welcomed her with song;
And 'mongst her corps of fiances,
By Fortune's favor kissed,
I came in third among the J's
Upon her waiting list.
And so

N A- H T.

AUTI,Y Hid
We must be up to
the hour in style
Ve show, If we
we drift
away from you find
you away from us.
We carry the lartrest
line of ready to
wear clothing of the
celebrated
KAR T
M

O H V V N K K

Just, how it was I never knew
The others went their way;
Of all the line I only true
The winter through did stay;
And when the gladsome springtime
sun
With Junetide kept its tryst,
I found that I was number one
Upon her waiting list

&

MARX Clothes in
New Mexico. Also

nothing

UP.

ROUND

THE WAITING LIST.
(By Wilberforce Jenkins.)
When first I met her on the beach,
My heart went straight to smash-S- he
seemed so distant, out of reach,
To love her would be rash;
And yet so many were her swains
'Twere foolish to desist;
I might, if I would take the pains,
Get on
her waiting list.
c

GOOD WILL

(rood

DAILY

liken In

boys and 'children's
This Department is
Just as well organized as TlnclifSani's
Navy. One Habesuch as
rdashery
Men's hats, shirts,

under wear, and
neokwear complete
of all ,tho latest designs. We trust we
shall have the pleasure fof serving you
when ever you are
Remember
ready.
t hat on r prices
equal to the eastern
market. We do the
thinking for your
bent (it

And now? Well, it is still the same,
Ten years have run their span;
The lady nobly bears my name;
I am a happy man!
And yet, oh, hours of wasted time!
Oh, words in anger hissed!
While she her
gown is hooking
bonnet's donning
gloves is finding
nose doth powder
hair is prinking

bargain's hunting

I'm still on the waiting list!
Grain Elevator for French Construction is to start next week on a
grain elevator at French, Colfax county.
Death of "Blind Albert" Albert
Comley, known as "Blind Albert," a
musician at Raton, died this week at
the age of 33 years.
Died of Tuberculosis
Fred L.
aged 31 years, died at Albuquerque yesterday of tuberculosis. His
home was in Monticello, Illinois.
Thousands of Toads After a shower yesterday in Albuquerque
the
lawns df the city were covered with
thousands of little toads, at least so
says the Albuquerque Citizen.
Fight Over Land at Springer A
land owner named Caldwell at Springer, sought to remove a tenant from
land on which the vent had not been
paid. The renter swung an axe at
Caldwell who deftl seized the axe and
throwing it away, kicked the man into

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
and Jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. Tme one month to one year. Kates are
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

On notes, diamonds

La-Fort-

Win. FARAH

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone
store in Santa Fe.

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

10s

3 CARS FLOUR 3

DIai-If1
y
1 lvmi
i

1

1

Imperial Whole Wheat
Graham
6

0

MORAN PRAIRIE

WE CONTROL ABOVE BRANDS OF FLOUR for SANTA

FE

One Hundred and

Fifty Will Compete
for the Prizes and Trophies
Offered.

n

1

inter 6rocery Co.
Telephone

24.

Had

Sixty Boils when but Six Months

Old
Was Annually Attacked by
It Looked Red Like a
a Humor
Scald and Spread Over Half Her
Head

I

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

I

Goods.

Spitz

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

BROTHERS.

Both Troubles are Cured.

NO PRAISE TOO HIGH FOR

THE CUTICURA REMEDIES

COMPMY

"When my little Vivian was about
months old, her papa had a boil on
nis rorehead.
At
that time the child
was covered with
prickly heat and I
suppose in scratching it, her own head
became infected for
it broke out in boils,
one after another.
She had about sixty
in all and I used
Cuticura Soap and

Biz

WHOLESALE & RETAIL

which cured her of

1
1

DRY iOQDS

them entirely. Then.
sometime later, her little foot got Bore
between the toes. Being afraid it was
salt rheum, I spoke to our doctor. He
gave me a powder which dried it up,
but soon after it broke out behind her
ears. They cracked half way around
and the humor spread up on to her head
until, on several occasions, it was nearly
half covered. The humor looked like a
scald, very red with a sticky, clear fluid
coming from it. This occurred every
year. I think it was toward the spring.
I always bathed it with warm water and
Cuticura Soap and applied Cuticura
Ointment which never failed to heal it
up. The last time it broke out was
when she was six years old. It became
so bad that I was discouraged. Then
I procured a bottle of Cuticura Resolvent which soon cleared it out of her
blood. I continued the use of Cuticura
Soap and Ointment with the Resolvent
Until she was perfectly well. She is now
about eight years old and has never
been troubled in the last two years.
We also find Cuticura Resolvent a good
spring medicine and we are just giving
tne children Cuticura Resolvent Pills
as a tonic. We do not think any one can
praise Cuticura Remedies too highly.
Mrs. M. A. Schwerin, f74 Spring Wells
Ave., Detroit, Mich., Feb. 24, 1908."

We Carry Only Reliable Lines in Every Department
P O Box

y

ZQOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO 213

HALF CENTURY

IN THE

TRY OUR

Phone

36

CITY.

Ilia lea

1

Also Good for Chickens
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flonr, Hay,

The program calls for a
match with $200 added. The
tourney will he a registered affair, permission having been received by the
club from Elmer E. Shaner, secretary
and manaser of the national association. Al Wiesemann, secretary of the
200-bir-

A

HOUSE

Complete External and Internal Treatment lot
Every Vliimor of Infants. Children and Adults eon-els- ts
of Cut If lira SoaD (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin.
Cuticura Ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin and Outt-eu- ra
Resolvent (50c.), (or In the form of ChocolaU
Coated Pills. 25e. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Polcl throughout the world.
Potter Drug & them.
Corp.. Sole Props.. Boston. Mass.
Free. Cu'ur Book on Skin Dlteuea

and 23.

FOR

219.

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

LEO

KCH

Grain, Potatoes,

d

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

PAUL P. LACASSAQNE

k

CARRIAGE & SIGN PAINTER
FURNITURE
PAINTING &
REPAIRING

Hi
El

II II

.R

ATTRACTIVE SIGHS

110 Guadalupe
St.

ALL KINDS & STYLES

'

-

I

II

II

entire country is
...IB UR
waking up to the fact
that nothing else is as

One hun-

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-- i
ward for any case of Catarrh that can
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-

stipation.

at

Incorporated 1903

SELIGMAI

,

con-

ducive to health and pleasure
as Hot and Cold water in the

y

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

To

SIN

Spokane, Wash., July
dred and fifty of the foremost trap
shooters in the United States are to
tournament
be entered In the one-daunder the auspices of the national association at the Spokane Rod and Gun
Club's grounds on Moran Prairie, five
miles south of here, August 21, following the Western Boosters' shoot at
Anaconda, Montana, August 19 and 20,
and preceding the Pacific Coast championship shoot at Seattle, August 22

No. 40

CALL, AJ1D SEC FOR YOURSELF

Kf

Established 1856.

TRAP SHOOTING AT

Corn Meal

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

CHIL CI S DREADFUL

local club, announces that blue-rocexperts from most of the Eastern,
Southern, Middle Western and Pacific
states will come to Spokane, and, as
insensibility.
the local grounds are conceded to be
at
Raton
Jacob
Burglar Caught
Moore, a negro, was arrested at Raton, the best in the country, it is expected
on the charge of havinz robbed the several records will be established.
jewelry store of Poliak Brothers at
Solorado. An attempt to
Trinidad,
sell the swag to Edward Redak, at
Raton, who happened to be a cousin of
Poliak, led to the arrest.
Murder at Dawson Carlo Santo of
Dawson, Colfax county,, (has been lodg-u In jail at Raton charged with the
murder of Josenh Lenzinl. Santo owed
Lenzini some money and when Lenzi-n- i
asked for it, instead of the money
he got a bullet in a portion of his
anatomy that was vital.

10

Jersey Cream
lmboden Imperial
Pansy

SATURDAY, JULY 24, 1909.

Most progressive

ouse.

families

are adding it to

their homes.
g

Majestic Range

gives more hot water, with
less fuel, than any other range.

Ample hot water for toth
bath and icAen.
TOE AHX

WOOD-DAVI-

Phone

C
CO.

No 14

W

.m

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY

SquiDbs Talcum
The Purest Impalpable

j

Talciii Powder Hade

AT

ZOOIC'S
PHARMACY

J

PHONE NO. 213

'

'

1

SATURDAY, JULY 24, 1909.
THROW OUT THE LINE.
In the District Court of the First
Judicial District, sitting in and for Give Them Help and Many Santa Fe
the county of Santa Fe, Territory of
People Will Be Happier.
New Mexico.
"Throw Out the Life Line"
The kidneys need help.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe No. 6499.
They're overworked can't get the
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe poison filtered out of the blood.
Railway Company, plaintiff,
They're getting worse every minute.
vs.
Will you help them?
'
The Unknown Owner or owners of that
Doan's Kidney Pills have brought
certain piece of land designated as from the
verge of despair.
lot No. 120, in Block No. 113, of
Will cure any form of kidney troubValuable Building Lots of 18S0, In le.
the City and County of Santa Fe,
Thomas M. Baca. Cerrillos street.
Territory of New Mexico, defend- Santa Fe, N. M., says: "My faith in
ants,
i
Doan's Kidney Pills is just as strong
The above named defendants are
as when I publicly recommended
today
""hereby notified that a complaint has
1902. I was caused much sufIn
been filed against them in the dis- them
backache for three or four
by
trict court for the county of Santa Fe, fering
and though I never laid off from
years
Territory aforesaid; that being the
court In which said case is pending, work, my back was so painful at times
the general object of said action be- that It was all I could do to attend to
Doan's Kidney
ing to condemn Lot No. 120, in Block what I was doing.
No. 33, of Valuable Building Lots of Pills, procured at Stripling. Burrows
1880, as will more fully appear by & Co.'s drug Btore, entirely relieved
reference to the complaint filed in me and I had no return of the trouble
said cause. And that unless you en- for six months. At the end of that
ter your appearance in said cause on time my work brought on another at
or before the 12iu day of September. tack of backache. I at once took
A. D., 1909, judgment will be rend- Doan's Kidney Pills and they gave me
ered against you In said cause by de- the desired relief. A medicine that
fault.
lives up to the claims made for it
In witness whereof, I have hereunto like Doan's Kidney Pills, deserves the
my hand and seal of said court, strongest endorsement."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this 23d
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
of
A.
D., 1909.
day
July
New York, sole agents for the United
FRANCES C. WILSON,
Clerk. States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
.

,
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GET TO USING
THE

ENFORCING THE
'
CURFEW LAW
IN MEXICO

RAILROAD UNREST

Indications That All the National
Lines Will Be Tied Up By Strikes
Before Long.

Parents Urged to Take a Hand
Helping to Enforce the Measure
at Spokane.

San Antonio, Texas, July 24. That
troublesome times are ahead of the
railroad business in Mexico is the
opinion of local railroad men who
come in contact with the Mexican
railroad employes on the border. Ever
since the merging of the various lines
into the National railways of Mexico
a great deal of unrest has been manifested among their employes. The
Mexican government being now a
controlling factor in the combination
it is but natural that it should try to
get its own people employed on the
lines. With this policy, however, the
American railroad men are not im-

Spokane, Wash., July 21. Children
under 16 years of age will not be per
mitted to frequent streets or public
parks after 8;;i0 o'clock betweeu
April 1 and October 1 and o o'clock in
the fall and winter months, and boys
and girls between the ages of 16 and
18 years must be under the supervi
sion of their parents or guardians af
ter 9:0 o'clock and one hour earlier
from October 1 to April 1, according
to Spokane's new curfew law, effective July 2d.
No direct penalty is laid upon delin
quents, nor will arrests be made. Instead, police officers will report in
fractions of the ordinance to the
county probation officer for further
action. Conviction carries with it a
fine not exceeding $10 aud costs of
the trial, to be paid by the parent or
guardian of the offender.
iudge William A. Huneke of the
Spokane county superior court, who
has made a study of juvenile delinquency, says in an open letter, urging
parents to take a hand in the matter
of enforcing the law, that the chief
good in this legislation lies in its
preventive character rather than its
punitive provisions, adding:
"If temptation, too frequently the
result of promiscuous association, free
from supervision or restraint, can be
thus removed, many a grievous fault
will be prevented, ft rests largely
upon the people of Spokane to insist
upon the enforcement of the curfew
law. If parents and guardians will
look after the children under their
care there will be less work for the

pressed.
At a recent meeting of the board
of directors of the National Railways
it was decided to get as many young
Mexicans as possible into the telegraph department ' of the system.
While quite a number are even now
employed in it, none of them fill any
of the better positions, all of the dispatchers and chief dispatchers being
Americans. To get these men trained
it was suggested to the dispatchers
Foster-Milbur- n
that they needed assistants. The
men, however,
thought that they
could get along without assistants,
and as a counterniove it was decided
to ask for an increase in salary. The
dispatchers, who have heretofore re
ceived 290 pesos per month, have ask
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made wits Automobile ed for an increase of ten pesos, and
line at Torrance for Roswell daily, the chief dispatchers with a salary
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- of 325 pesos, asked for an additional
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell 75 pesos. Sixteen chief dispatchers
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- and sixty-sidispatchers are in
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar- volved in these demands.
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
According to present indications
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance the conductors and engineers of the
is $5.80 and between Torrance and system will side with the dispatchers.
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- The former realize that it Is but a
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard, question of time before their turn will
come and a complete tie-uof the sys
manager, Automobile Line.
tem at this time would do much to
to the
Foley's Honey una Tar not only restore ofthe American employe
he
point,
vantage
formerly held
'stops chronic coughs that weaken
the constitution and develop into con- The Mexican government, while hold
sumption, but heals and strengthens ing a slight majority of the stock of
the lungs. It affords comfort and re- the road might see fit to go a little
lief in the worst cases of chronic slower in the matter if the American
bronchitis, asthma, hay fever and stockholders of the road failed to see
why the system should be crippled
lung trouble. Sold by all druggists
for any length of time because of the
Mexican govern
The New Mexican does printing and great haste of the
ment to get its own citizens to run
to
the best done in the road.
binding equal
any of the large cities. Try our work
once and you will certainly come
again. We have all the facilities for HISTORICAL SOCIETY'S
turning out every class of work, inLATEST ACQUISITIONS
cluding one of the best binderies in
the West.
Fifty-Fou- r
Voiumes of New Mexico
Legislative Proceedings and
Peace.
File of Cimarron News.
The terrible
'

x

They Are The

Best

For all Coughs- - and Colds,
Oiarrhoea, both in children and
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
Stomach Complaints.
There is no mora efficient
Liniment and Medicated Oil
than the INTERNATIONAL

These remedies can be found
For Sale by all Druggists and

Dealers

Medicine:

in

Componnded

Solely,

By

THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE
OF NEW MEXICO.

Central New Mexico

CO

p

Itching and smarting,
incident to certain skin diseases, is alThe Historical Society has recently
most Instantly allayed by applying
a number of new acquisiobtained
Chamberlain's Srlve.
25
Prince,
tions. The most important of these
cents. For sale by all druggists.
consists of 54 volumes of New Mexico
Legislative journals. The value of
these will be understood when it is
known that, there is no complete set
in existence of the journals of the
New Mexico legislature. The largest
collection that exists is in the office
of the territorial secretary, but this
i3 far from complete; so that it is im
possible for anyone who desires tq
refer to the proceedings of the older
legislatures to find a set of journals
anywhere. As a rule they were print
ed both in English and Spanish In
separate volumes; although once or
ECONOMY, at the expense
twice the Spanish edition has been
omitted. The collection recently oh
of quality, is extravagance.
tained by the Historical Society goes
The "Howard" is a piano
back to the seventh session of the
legislature and is of much historic
of quality, but economy in
value, but the society is very anxious
to perfect the set, and will gladly re
in its construction is prac-tice- a
ceive donations of any of the journals
which are lacking or if necessary will
by eliminating costly
purchase them.
ornamentation. It is modAnother important acquisition is a
file of the Cimarron "News and Press"
est, but refined; plain, but
for the years 1879 and 1880, present
pd by Hon. Frank Springer. "The
solid and reliable. Pu'lr
News and Press" was the only news
paper in the north of the Territory
warranted by us.
during what is known as the "Col
fax County War" and was very full
of material as to those troubles. The
Cash or Payments
society is anxious to obtain a full file
of this paper if it possible can, and
the donation by Mr. Springer covers
a large portion of the period desired,

Is Economy an

Object to You?

MAX GARDENER

Santa feSanmusic
stor
Francisco St.
M3

LIBBY'S CHAMPION

306

BASEBALL TEAM

31

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
:

:
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MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete

courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
and Electrical Engineering 'and in Household
College

Eco-nomic-

Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and
Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many

opportunities

for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

s.

f

in

New Mexico Military Institute1

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young

men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlets location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
n the beautiful
Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Ofticersnd Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern Ir all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A

Superintendent

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respec-

tive departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in numbers.

authorities.
"Parents and guardians have it in
their power to prevent, while the duty
of the authorities is largely to punish violators of the provisions of the
law. I trust that every parent in this
city will awaken to the responsibility
he owes to his child."

Sold by

Stripling-Burrow-

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

VE SCHOOLS:

'ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

ERSITY
uisrrv
at
rates

A failing tiny nerve no larger than
the finest silken thread takes from
the heart its impulse,, its power, its
regularity. The stomach also has Its
hidden, or inside nerve. It was Dr.
Shoop who first told us it was wrong
to drug a weak or failing Stomach,
Dr. Shoop's Restorative is directed
stiaight for the cause of these ailmentsthese weak and faltering inside nerves. This, no doubt clearly
explains why the Restorative has of
late grown so rapidly in popularity.
Druggists say that those who test
the Restorative even for a few days
soon become fully convinced of its
wonderful merit. Anyway, don't drug
the organ. Treating the cause of
sickness is the only sensible and suc

way.

Fllyan

For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. I At. W. WILLSON,

,

cessful

NEW

MEXICO.
of the Southwest"
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
ROSWELL,

The Wert Point

reasonable

Address President W. G. TIGHT,
.Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
-1-

s

-

TO

.

.

ill Parts of the World.

Co.

SAN ANTONIO TO

CUT OUT EL PASO
President Taft

Will Be There to Dedicate Gift Chapel in Honor

of Army.
San Antonio,
Texas,
July 24.
Strenuous efforts are being made to
arrange a meeting in this city between the presidents of the Mexican
and American republics. The time
tentatively set would be early this
fall when President Taft is expected
to come to San Antonio and dedicate
the gift chapel now being erected by
the citizens here as a mark of es
teem and good will towards the army.
The International Club of this city,
working in conjunction with other
bodies has taken the matter up and
is hopeful of success. At a meeting
held recently by the directors of the
organization it was decided to make
the necessary arrangements. One of
them will be to invite the two presidents by means of resolutions carried
to them by the old time pony post.
Of all cities in the United States
President Diaz likes San Antonio best
and has often expressed his desire
to visit it. One obstacle in the way
Is that the Mexican presidents are
barred from visiting a foreign country while in office. It is thought, however that this could easily be overcome and that the Mexican Congress
would easily grant the necessary permission.
President Diaz is an hon
orary member of the local Internation
al Club. Many members of the organization will visit him in the near
future while on a tour of Mexico to
be made in a special train.

Has Not Been Defeated Once in Its
Victorious Career of Fifteen
Delay in commencing treatment for
Years.
a slight Irregularity that could have
been cured quickly by Foley's Kidney
Spokane, Wash., July 24. Libby, a Remedy may result in a serious kid
mining and lumber town on the north ney disease. Foley's Kidney Remedy
and
slope of the Cabinet mountains in the builds up the worn out tissues
Sold
by
these
organs.
northstrengthens
of
northwestern part
Montana,
east of here.' Is the home of a team all druggists.
baseball players,
of
The seals and record hooks for no
which has gone through 15 seasons
, public
taries
for sale by the New
without a single defeat. (Experts de
Mexican
Company at very
Printing
In
the
clare there In not another club
rates. Seals for incopo-ratereasonable
make
can
that
the
of
game
history
companies are also handled.
such a showing. The Libby team has
Call
at
or address the New Mexican
Northin
played against the best clubs
ern Idaho and Western Montana, also Prating Company, Santa Fe. N. M.
traveling organizations. So far this
Boy's Life Saved.
season it has defeated club from
little
My
boy, four years old, had a
Trop, Bonners Ferry, Re'xford, White- severe
of dysentery. We had
attack
Idaho
fish and several other towns in
two physicians; both of them gave
and Montana. This Is not to be taken him
up. We then gave him Chamberto mean that the club Is invincible or
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
that It has not played against super- remedy which cured him and believe
ior teams, but to indicate that its team that saved' his life. William H.
work is as near perfect as human
Stroling, Carbon Hill, Ala. There is
ingenuity can make it. The club does no doubt but this remedy savss the
not possess one of the original nine of lives of many children each year. Give
1894, though the organization has It i was castor oil according to the
kept ud and played a regular schedule plain printed directions and a cure
is certain. For sale iy all druggists.
every seacon since that time.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada, Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent.

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES, HICKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

HAS. CLOSSOGH.

627 8an

iniq

ana

Francisco Street

iiican

flares

anil

Curios

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals.
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have tha Best of Everything in Our Line.

d

e
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ONLY
r

thefinest
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SALE

lite Goods

EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

inspection is Respectfully solicited

!

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.

i

M

.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES- PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-TreasureVice-Preside-

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .20
Daily per week by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
65
mail
Daily, per month, by
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Daily, six months, by mail

2.00

Weekly, per year..
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA

FE

$2.75
1.00
75

COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

DISTRICT AT- TORNEYS.,,,
The'Raton Range; bewails the fact
that flagrant violations Of the law
prohibjting the sale of liquor to minOf
ors at Raton go unpunished.
disthe
a
for
niattef
course, this is
trict attorney. It is exceedingly difficult in cases of that kind, as the
Range admits, to secure witnesses
who will go before the grand jury to
testify. These are often cases, where
even the parents cf the boy who has
been made drunk and who has been
disgraced, refuse to divulge the facts.
be a
system of
There should
saloon supervision, as is enforced in
for instance, where
Pennsylvania,
detectives are
employed,
county
whose duty it is to gather evidence
of violation of the laws by saloons
and others. However, let this be a
The perwarning to saloonkeepers.
sistent violation of the territorial laws
governing their business directly or
indirectly, daily adds to the prohibition sentiment that is mighty already; it serves to make the enemies of the saloon more implacable,
more intolerant of the entire system.
Here is what the Raton Range says:
"Some saloon or saloons in Raton
are selling liquor to minors. Which
one is it? Don't all speak at once.
There are some young boys under
age in this town, who are doing heavy
And some
drinking quite steadily.
is
this
town
in
furnishing the
place
liquor. There are a few parents in
the town so uneasy and troubled over
this matter, that they cannot rest at
night. Yet they cannot go around
with their grown boys as if they
were little children, and so far fhe
boys have not been prevailed upon
to reveal the name of the persons
from whom they received the intoxicants.
"Among the number of boys, who
have been drunk lately, are two
'young fellows, who have not been in
Raton very long, both under age, and
working for a large corporation,
which has issued a positive edict
against liquor and the visitation of
saloons by its men. This corporation
has among its employes afine lot of
splendid men who do their best to
protect the young fellows under them,
as well as the old fellows who are
weaker than they are. There have
been instances where this fidelity
and fellowship has gone so far that
good men have been known to break
rule in tneir attempt
the
to rescue some companion, who could
not let drink alone. Again the rescue has been attempted of boys of almost tender years who were fellow
employes or sons of fellow employes.
The necessity for this endangering of
good positions by sober' men must
finma torrlhln loccnna urVioro
families have lost their support of
their father's position, will result, and
"this aside from every other reason,
should be a man's first consideration,
not' his duty to a weaker fellow man,
as so many mistakenly think. Now to
return to the boys. The Range invites the cooperation of parents and
relatives of those, whose boys or
young men under age, are becoming
addicted to the liquor habit, through
the lawbreaking of any saloon keeper. The New Mexico law thoroughly
protects the youth of the Territory,
if it is properly enforced. That it is
daily being broken, and that boys as
young as twelve years have purchased
drink for older, men, is a fact known
to the writer. If men of mature years
can not protect themselves and the
safety of their family against intoxicants, what is to be expected of the
boys? If parents find that Intoxicants
are being sold to their children, and
that fh mnttpr is Trent an aanrat that
they cannot reach it, it is time that
a- guard should be supplied in some
way to assist in the protection of the
boys.
This is not an excorium of any
one who is keeping within the law,
but there are those who are failing
in this respect, and these should be
looked after.
The attention of our
officers is called to the fact that
young boys are frequently seen to
leave and enter our saloons. Tnls
should not be permitted. As said be
fore in these pages, if all men own
Ing saloons, will see to it that their
employes observe the strict' letter of
the law as pertaining to their business, no further, complaint will be
found."
anti-saloo- n

THE

UNTOUCHED LABOR SUPPLY.
With all the newspapers shouting
that there is a demand for 50,000 laborers in the harvest fields of the
west. .and with strenuous efforts of
the immigration officials to direct the
stream of European immigration to
the country, there are several fields
of labor supply in the West itself,
that have not been exploited and that
might be cultivated to advantage. The
New Mexican believes that in New
Mexico alone, there are today 50,000
men who would better themselves if
they could be persuaded to work in
tne Harvest neids or Kansas ana NeAN

braska.

It believes

too,

that these

men would prove ideal help,
woum aemana no
wages or
cause labor troubles. Wherever this
help has been employed, in the beet
fields of Colorado, the sheep camps
construcof Wyoming, the railroad
tion camps of New Mexico and Ari- ynnn it hnc nrnupil pflfirisnt arA
Another source of
easily managed.
good labor now unemployed or employed at tasks that yield but a
scanty remuneration and hardly a
living, is in the Indian pueblos and
on the Indian reservations. The New
Mexican believes that, this help is a
reserve laboring force that could be
taught to be of inestimable service
to the industrial development of the
West, However the Denver Repub- lican takes another view. It says:
"With a demand for 50,000 or more
laborers upon the farms of the West,
some plan should be devised by the
railroads to transport immigrants
from the seaports of the Atlantic
coast to the farms this side of the
Mississippi.
"New York and other Eastern
cities are filled with an alien population which remains near the
coast in ignorance of the demand for labor in the Middle West.
People of this kind have little knowl
edge of the United States west of the
'
Allegheny mountains, and few of
them have the means' to travel to
.'he banks of the Mississippi or the
Missouri. But it would seem to be
piacticable for the railroads to make
so low a rate of transportation that
a large number of these men would
seek the farms, and especially the
harvest fields, and thus aid in saving
the wonderful crops which must soon
be gathered.
"Arrangements might be made with
associations of farmers to advance
the money with which to pay for
transportation, if the charge were
not great, and the amounts thus
loaned could be deducted from the
wages earned.
"By this means the demand for labor could be satisfied, and at the
same time there would be a distri
bution of immigrant population which
would both help the immigrants and
relieve the congestion of population
in large Atlantic ports.
"The problem of inducing
immi
grants to venture into the West and
South is one of the most important
which arise out of the large immigra
tion entering the country by way of
Baltimore, Philadelphia, Boston and
especially New York. Something toward its solution would be provided
if the demand for labor in the Middle
West should be met in the manner
suggested."
50,000

cut-tnro-

,

c

Back to the soil, is the crv all over
the country and many men who have
failed to succeed in the struggle for
existence in the cities are turning to
the country and are at least making
a living with hope bright for the future. iNot that every one can farm but
every one can learn to farm if willing to work. Even scientific farming
on New Mexico's arid table lands is
not beyond the ken of the average
man willing to use his brawn and
brain. Says the Clayton News:
"If the 'skeptic' would be enlightened, he should pay a visit to the
home of Mr. Hugh Alexander near
the George Gaylord ranch and see
with his own eves what can be done
in the way of farming. Mr. Alexander
with absolutely no experience as a
tiller of the soil has planted 75
acres of land in potatoes, alfalfa,
Maccaronl wheat, corn, beans and
garden stuff, all of which is in a state
of cultivation that would be a credit
to a Kansas farm. No spot farmed
by moisture or other climatic conditions was selected as it was all an exMr. Alexander chose to
periment.
In this age of automobiles and fly- farm this land with a pair of burros
ing machines, it is strange, to hear with most gratifying results. 'Get thy
that walking is again a popular past- - spindle and thy distaff ready and
time in many places. Yet, walking God will send thee flax.' "
offers a form of exercise and locomoThe assessment of San Mlbuel
tion that has its great advantages,
for this year amounts to
in
mountain
county
like
regions
especially
or more than twice as much
iSanta Fe and surroundings,
where
of
Santa Fe county. It looks
as
that
reveals
a
new picvery step almost,
ture '.or panorama. Santa Fe should as if San Miguel will maintain its
have its Pedestrian Club and it should title of the empire county of New
Mexico for Bome time to come.
be subsidized by ue shoe dealers.
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The First National Bank
OF SANTA FE.

The'oldest banking institution in New Mexico.
in 1870.
R. J. PALEN, President,
J A. HUGHES,
Vice President.
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'

;
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"The difference between forestry in
Germany, where it is successful, and
between forestry in the United States.
where it is in the experimental stage,
io that in Germany, the chief foresters,
the technical men, the assistants, the
laborers, all live on the forest while
here they spend most of their time in
offices away from the forests. For
estrv is nractical. not office work. In- (gtead of two clerks for every man llv.
ing actually in the forest, there should
be ttn forest dwellers for every clerk."
Thus 6poke an old nurseryman and
forester who had given twenty-fiv- e
years of his life to practical forestry
in Germany, in Pennsylvania, in Missouri and lu New Mexic0' ,Is h,e right;
Or is he wrons because he does not
know that forestry as it is understood
in the United States does not merely
mean the maintenance of forests and
making them useful?
The Pecos Valley News brings tidings that are not startling at all, that
Hnn Dntaviano Larrazolo is already
aylng the wires for the Democratic
nomination for Congress from the
northern district of the state of New
Mexico. However, the News has the
wrong hunch. It comes to the New
Mexican, that the Hon. Octaviano
is looking for a spring board
from which he can dive into the Republican pond and be one of the party
of progress and patriotism. And why
shouldn't he. for after all, Hon. Octaviano Larrazolo is possessed of some
magnetism and of considerable good
sense, and the latter would naturally
nlP hlm gravitate toward the Repub- "can lines. However, the Republican
party can not promise him any ofAcial reward and he must take his
place In tne ranKS ana ngm wjui we
privates for his epaulets,
Lar-razol- o

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
A, H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- -

Why ksuffer with
pain when

.

BALLARD'S SNOW

?

LINIMENT

I

WILL CURE

-

RHEUMATISM, CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
G. A. Friodel, Dallas, Tex.

writes: "Iuse Ballard's Snow
Liniment for my family. It
is

$75,000

Transacts a general banking business in all its brandies.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys ard sells
domestic and fofeign
change "'4nd makes telegraphic
of
.transfer
money tp all parts'' of the civilized world "on as
liberal terms as are given bjf any money transmiting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six morjths' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes all orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and.aims to extend to them s s liberal
treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety and
the principles ol sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent.fi The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

the best Liniment made.

It relieves burns and scalds.'
25c, 50c and $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS, MO.,
Sold

'

and Recommended by

FI8CHER DRUG COMPANY

ISL1

is the greater when an important is
sue is at stake.

If people with slmptoms of kidney
or bladder trouble could realize their
danger they would without loss of
time commence taking Foley's Kidney
Remedy. This great remedy stops
and the irregularities, strengthens and builds up these organs and
there is no danger of Bright's disease
or other serious disorder. Do not
disregard the early symptoms. Sold
,
by all druggists.

hotel

PALACE

;,

It is a peculiarity of legal phrases,
that a man was arrested at Albuquer
que this week for sleeping in the bath
tub of a strange house and yet was
convicted for "disturbing the peace."

:

WILLIAM VAUGHN PROP,

One

of the Best Hotel

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

the West

in

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
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The New Msncan printing company
and
has ready and for sale
correct compilations of the territorial
Incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of
the territorial road laws, pprice 50
cents, and of the territovlal mining
laws, price 50 cents per copy; These
can be purchased by applying in per
son or by mail at the office of the

.AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAKP
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company.

Proprietor

It is an admitted fact that rea es
tate, financial men and merchants all
Statehood is promised as a Christ- obtained by advertising in the New
mas present by the chairman of the say that quickest and best results are
the Mexican
on territories of
committee
House of Representatives. This isn't
the first time during the past 60 years
H&re Is Belie For
however. When New Mexico was in
its infancy, promises of that kind
would produce joy from Dona Ana to
f you have pains in the back,
,.
nMJ3 tnm
. lC
it.
umncu
iuc
aim
nuui
ule naiuu T..
Urinary, Bladder or Kidney trouble,
ras,
Plains to the Mogollons, but today, and want a certain, pleasant herb rethey produce an incredulous smile lief from Women's ills, try Mother
and a bitter remark that Uncle Sam Gray's "AUSTRALIAN-LEAF.- "
It is a
and his promises cannot be taken safe, reliable regulator, and relieves
There is the treaty of all Female Weaknesses, including inseriously.
Guadalupe for instance, and a choice flammation and ulcerations. Mother
is sold by Drug
array of party platforms, and the Gray's Australian-Lea- f
reb'cs of bills and enabling acts that gists or sent by mall for 60 cts.
have passed one House or the other, Samples sent FREE. Address, The
or both, and still failed to become Mother Gray Co., Le Roy; N. Y.
iaw. Nevertheless, here is hoping
that the pledge will be kept this

foian.

Vl

Established

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

'

UNION

WORK" FOR

New Mexico is fairly well 'grid-irone- d
with railroads already but from
every corner come reports of new enterprises and new construction under
way or contemplated. Every town is
anxious to secure for Itself more railroad connection and in its anxiety
discounts the future heavily. The
otherwise staid Deming Graphic, for
instance, this week, refers twice to an
"important" meeting of the officers of
the C. C. & M. road, at Deming and
yet admits, there was nothing brought
before the meeting to hand to the
It then proceeds to say:
press.
"Every man, woman and child and old
maid in Demin, will immortalize the
hour when the C. C. & M. reaches
Deming with its big terminals, shops,
etc." Yes, even Santa Fe still dreams
that sooner or later, the work of
twenty-fiv- e
years will be undone and
the main line of the Santa Fe will
come directly through this town from
Glorieta and leave it by way of Pena
hthel
Blauoa; Hope springs-eternahumanbreast, especially when It
comes to new railroad lines. No town
is happy unless it is reaching out for a
new one.

ML

Commodious Sample Room'
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,

?

FIRST CLASS CAFE

'

IN CONNECTION;

nl.-O-rl

tine.

If you ha.d a week's or a month's
vacation this summer, of course, nine
chances out' of ten, you would consume a week of it in going as far
from Santa Fe as possible and the
rest of it in a weary round of pleasures at the seashore or in the city
And
or i among country relatives.
yet, if you were to compare your experiences upon returning with those
who were wise and economical and
spent their vacation in camp in Santa Fe canon, or the upper Pecos, or
on the Penasco, or the Rito de los
Frijoles, or at some other of the
delightful spots in this immediate vicinity, you would find that the man
who spent his vacation near home,
had ten times as much pleasure and
recuperation for his money and for
his time, then you did.
The Chicago labor leader sentenced
re- to the nenitentiary yesterday,
celved n)a deserts and the court was
right in refusing to extend .leniency,
just because the brute happened to he
prominent in union labor circles. It
should be understood that men of
loose life, of immoral habits, who
"dominate with brutal methods and
a coarse, offensive personality," can
expect no consideration when they
whine and beg for mercy to avoia
the penalty that their life and actions
have brought justly upon them. The
age of bullies and of moral lepers
has fortunately passed in American
history. It is the clean, the healthful, the "gentle" and yet forceful
men, who own ' the world and the
good things that there are in it.

It wasn't the Big Stick this time,
but something even more potent that
brought Congress around to the point
of view of President Taft. Perhaps,
it is because ihe President does not
meddle with Congressional matters in
every small detail that his influence
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FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS
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DAVENPORTS OP LATEST MAKE
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Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
No. 10
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Phone
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Assurance

National Life
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Denver Colorado.
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The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
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as something cool and Inviting
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;
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i
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Telephone No.

Santa Fe Bottling Works

HENRY KRICK,
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New Mexico

SunmountSanatorium
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TUBERCULOSIS
Situated in the foot hills of the mountains, one and a
half miles from the plaza. MODERATE RATES,
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BOX 9, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

All persons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
entitled to have' a pair of trousers pressed free of charge.

Ladies

&

PHONE
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;

Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
BLACK

208 WEST

PALACE AVE.
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Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty
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Ask Tour Wife
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Woman llvlnu In mv
ted property Inn an to
Bft Into a home of htjr own,
There are hundreds of thli an
she would like to lo to ii'ke Iht
wn home ivore confortnbln,
attractive and pleasant Nearly
every won. nn Is a money saver
and she will help you wonderfully

Every
c
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o pay for a home,

Rent Money
W e will

""ell

'Everyone knows the quality of Kingfisher-- lines
all lines. Buy your fishing tackle of a fisher-UTITrj
TTiyp
man. We carry everything in' camp equiilil

ill

you a very

payments which
money will make
I'on't wait. Begin now paying
for your home.
LET VS EXPLAIN Ol'R
CONTRACT FOK CHEAP MONEY.

lour rent
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All Kinds
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Will Do
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He may also visit Santa Fe at
that time.
On last Thursday afternoon, Mrs. W.
R. Dye entertained in honor of the
Misses Lotta and Annie Newhall. The
young folks present enjoyed a very
pleasant afternoon. Those who attended were the Misses Lotta Newhall,
Annie Newhall, Ruth Laughlin, Helen
Laughlin, Richie Seligman, Florence
Spitz, Ramona Baca, Anita Baca, May
Virginia
Closson, Dorliska Orandall,
Bean, Susan Weltmer.
,
"Last Sabbath communion services
were held1 in the First Presbyterian
church. A very large number of persons partook of the consecrated elements. Four were baptized, and these,
together with seven others were re
ceived into the church on confession
of faith; six others came Ty letter.
This is the first communion since the
coming to this church of Rev. Dr. Pur-cel- l,
n
the first of June." The
Arkansas.)
(Monticello,
' H. R.
McGibben, with 0. C. Watson
& Company, made an Inspection trip
to the Tesuque valley Thursday and
reports that there will be a very
good apple crop and other fruits will
average up well with other banner
years. Part of the trip was made over
the new Circle Drive, which, when
completed will add much to the attractiveness of Santa Fe. The territorial officials who are pushing this
drive to completion deserve a great
deal of credit.
U, S. Deputy Surveyor C. L. Carter of Portales, Roosevelt" county, is
here on business with Surveyor General John W March. Mr. Carter is
at present surveying a township near
Alamoeordo. Otero county. Mr. Car
ter loyally insists that Portales Is
the best town between Roswell and
and from Tucumcarl
Albuquerque
south. The county seat cf Roosevelt
county really has made wonderful
growth and progress and now con
templates putting in a large pumping
plant ,to pump water for Irrigation
purposes. As it is, nearly every quarter section for miles around is taken
up by fertile farms.
Yesterday afternoon Mrs. Henry
Woodruff entertained in honor of Mrs.
Charles Stauffer of Bethlehem, Pa.,
who is visiting in Santa Fe. The af
fair took place at the Woodruff residence on Don Gaspar avenue on Capitol HilL ; Card playing was indulged
in and refreshments were served.
There was a profusion of flowers ar- -

-
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About a Hone
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We are sole

San Franci""o St.

Lawn

of

Mower

Hose, nozzles

Agents for

and sprays

It was altodisplayed.
gether a delightful afternoon of entertainment for those who were present. Those in attendance were Mes- dames Chaiies Stauffer
Walter,
Kinghti Spitz, FLske, Ervn, Brown,
F. 0. Brown, Weltmer, C. L. Bishop,
J. H. Walker, Wittman, I. B. Hanna,
R. H. Hanna, Haynes, Winter,
Xuding, Reingardt, Kanen,
Yontz, Sparks, Lyng, E. C. Abbott,
Shearon, Jones, J. B. Wood, Dorman,
Luckenbach, Hurt, Carr, Moore, Car-rutKirkpatrick, Van Stone, Har-rouGriffin,
Marsh, Andrews, Nor-meTaylor, Rolls, McFie, Bloom,
Easley, Hayes, Miss Delia Morrow.
tistically
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(Continued on Page Eight.)
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are made and put together wehavethem and
everyone guaranteed.
SEE and be convinced

THEATRE

Let 'us flKtire your heating and plumMntr
SAN ITARY PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY
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Jllly 26

The Hilton Trio I

BARGAIN

BIG

WILL GIVE A

CONCERT
of High Class Music

Anything
From

COUBTEKS

5c. u 35c.

FLY PAPER
CLOTHES TINS
NEST EGGS
TOILET PAPER
SHOE POLISH

FUNNELS
CORK SCREWS

,

STOVE LIFTERS

JELLY GLASSES
MOUSE TRAPS
CANDLE STICKS

CANDLES
3

THE LEADING

T

CONDENSED BLUEING
SILVER POLISH
CLOTHES LINES
EGG WHIPS
TINWARE

IN ONE OIL

NEW FRUIT JAR RUBBERS
FRUIT JAR CAPS

JAPANES BASKETS
PARING KNIVES

and a thousand other small articles too numerous to mention.
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ROWE, NEW MEXICO.

The following are suggested to the
.
GINGER ALE
LEMON SODA
'
ROOT BEER
STRAWBERRY
ORANGE
,

staff."

CORNER PLAZA.

SOUTHEAST

eaid.

Good Hunting and Fishing

MRS.

:Ve-gas-

Mail Order Solicited,

Phone No. 83

A. MUGLER.

"Reserved Seats ....75a & 50c
General Admission
. , . .25c
courtesy rather than to investigate the
on
Tickets
Sale at Fischers.
alleged land frauds in Colorado, it is

hills on the
Pecos River. 2 miles from Rowe Station on
the main line of the A. T. & S. F.

liffdene, located among

Lai

of.

ty.
J. Nestor Ortiz, formerly a wealthy
sheep raiser at Ortiz, Colorado, now
a resident of Los Angeles, is in town
visiting today. He is a guest at the
Claire.
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett who is at the
Puye in the Cliff Dwellers Park, ex
pects to be in Santa Fe next week to
devote several days to the museum to
be established in the Old Palace.
Monday night at the Elks opera
house, when the Hilton Trio will give
a performance, promises to be quite
a society event. Many box parties
are being planned for the evening.
and Mrs. W. T. Thornton who have been the guests of
General and Mrs. J. P. Victory on
Garcia street, expect to leave for their
home at Guadalajara, Mexico, next
week.
Miss Ella E. Miller who three years
ago was one of Santa Fe's primary
teachers and. who 'went- - from Santa
Fe to Fresno, Cal., is .now employed
at $100 per month for ten months In
the year, and receives $100 extra for
vacation money. She is still a primary
II teacher in Fresno, Cal.
Fred Dennet, commissioner of the
general land office at Washington, may
visit Denver in a short while on his
return from Oregon, where he is in
vestigating conditions in land affairs
The visit will be made as a matter of

CARPETS

WE FRAME PICTURES

MISS

.

.h '
Saturday evening 'July l7thj Messrs.
Hart and Corbett and Miss Moore
and Miss Canney, enjoyed dinner at
Tesuque Park Ranch.
Hon. Jefferson P.aynolds has returned to Las Vegas from a trip to Georgetown, Colorado, of which place he
was a resident some CO years ago.
On Friday, July 16th. Mrs. Grygla
and daughter, Miss Grygla, Mrs.
Kirkpatrick and Miss Moore took
lunch at the Tesuque Park Ranch.
Owen L. Wood left last night for
Phoenix, Arizona, where he is to report for duty in the U. S. surveyor
general's office next Monday morning.
Stephen Powers, connected with
the Agua Pura Company at Las Vegas, is in Santa Fe today on his way
to Tierra Amarilla, Rio Arriba coun-

We Can Furnish Your House in

RUGS AND
TAPESTRIES,

;t

The house that will SAVE YOU MONEY
CVEBYTHINOIN HAROWARE

will this evenihg4 giv k 'dance
onor of Governor George Curry

andjhli
I

,

TleftommerciallCliil)

in
OFFICERS

SPACE

-

$50,000

CAPITAL

Jacob Posner, merchant at Abiquiu,
ia in Santa Fe today on a business
Mrs. M. Traville of Quincy, 111., is
in town seeing the sights. She is a
guest at the Palace
from
D. N. Hartley, an attorney
Springer, is in town today.' He is
stopping at the Claire.
L. S. Hardy, the miller from Espa-nolis in town on business. He is
registered at the Palace.
James W. Reagan of Long Beach,
California, is in town
seeing the
'
sights. He is at the Claire.
Mrs. Ida Cole was in Santa Fe today on her way home to Silverton
from the Pecos. She was a guest at
the Claire.
Dj John ,P, Wagner, .wilMeave thi3
evening- tor Kansas fUicj'fcj lisfouiv
on winners apperiiuuuig ,iy lua xuuci

account with this bank
we pay Interest onall savings acOiari 1 Oaay Openan
counts from one dollar up, Interest compounded
twice a year.

Ci..i

WATCH

visit.

Whether you spend all of your Income or save part
of It. It's Just a easy to accumulate as It is to waHte
it's surprising how
iter you once get the hnbtt-a- nd
rant the dollars grow once you plant the .seed, One
o liar will do It.

J

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL

;.v

wehavetheCurrants
Give in your Orders now

They Will Not Last But
Few Days More

SPECIAL

I

1

REAL ESTATE SALE
Beginning Today juLy 27.' wed St?
sale some exceptional values in residence property and
business blocks in Santa Fe.

ALSO HAVE

Native Cherries
For Canning and Preserving

O C WATSON & COMPANY
119

SAN FRANCISCO

SANTA FE,

STREET,
NEW MEXICO.

.

PHONE
RED

t89- -

We will have only a limited
quantity to offer.
i

WILL LAST ONLY
A FEW DAYS

H. S. KAUtlE & CO.

CElt

Drink
Pabst
DlGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic
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Dei Moines

10 00 a. m.
10 12 a. m.
10 36 a, m,
10 60 a. m.
11 06 a. m
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Ute Park
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FROM WALES
FOR FREE LAND

the

Paso's

ftev. 1st to 7tY

Many people with chronic throat
and lung trouble have found comfort and relief in Foley's Honey and
Tar as it cures stubborn coughs after
other treatment has failed. L. M.
Ruggles, Reasnor, Iowa, writes: "The
doctors said I had consumption and I
got no better until I took Foley's Hon-9and Tar. It stopped the hemorrhages and pain in my lungs and they
are now as sound as a bullet." Sold
by all druggists

y

LOW SUMMER RATES
TO THE EAST

&

NORTH

Now in effect Via

HEW

MEXICO

LETTER LIST.

List of letters remaining uncalled
for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N.

CENTRAL

I.

and Rock Island

For full particulars,
Address

A. N. BROWN
G, P.

A.-

-F

1'. A S, W.
El Paso Texas.

Going Fishing
of one fare for the
round trip SANTA FE
to points in Colorado or New
Alexico where fine sport may

Rate
be'had.

L

R,

F!
i

Now in effect to all
points EAST and WEST

For Information r a ajar ding rates, train 'service
etc. call on or write,

F.H. McBRIDE, A?ent, or

Raltai

$50.35

$44.35

ON RIO GRANDE

To KANSAS CITY MO

at Hidalgo, Texas, and
Will Reclaim Fully 15,000
Acres.

It is to Be Built

$35.35

t

Also Special Rates
To LOS ANGELES and SAN
FRANCISCO and other

Church of the Holy Faith, Episcopal.
San Antonio, Texas, July 24. A
Rev. W. R. Dye in charge.
tremendous impetus will.be given
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
truck and general farming in southMorning prayer with sermon at 11
west Texas by the building of one of o'clock.
Evening prayer at 5 o'clock.
the biggest irrigation systems in the
service Wednesday morning
Litany
United States. What the Assuan at 9:30 o'clock.
Seats free. All cordam is to Egypt the Rio Grande valinvited.
dially
ley reservoir will be to southwest
Presbyterian.
Texas.
Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m.
The undertaking is financed by the
Christian Endeavor at 3:30 and
Rio Grande Valley Reservoir and Ir
rigation Company. A natural depres- 6:30 p. m.
Public worship at 11 a, m. and 8
sion near Hidalgo, the seat of the
county of that name, will form the p. m.
Rev. J. B. Galloway. D. D., will
reservoir. At least 3,000 acres will
0
be covered by the water and
preach at both morning and evening
cubic feet, or 45,000 acre feet service. Everybody welcome.
0
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
of water will be stored up. Over
E. C. Anderson, pastor.
acres of surrbunding land will
thus be rendered independent of the
Sunday school at 9:45 a. ni.
rainfall and many a family will find
Morning preaching service at 11 a.
m. Epworth League at 7 p. m.
a happy home there.
too
Evening preaching' service at 7:45.
While the work looks
stupendA cordial invitation is extended to
ous to be undertaken by private indiall
who have no other place of worviduals, it is less so when the ground
is examined. On the north side of ship to attend these services.
the proposed reservoir there are
high banks of the former bed of the
A book on Rheumatism, by Dr.
Rio Grande and towards the south, Shoop, of Racine, Wis., tells some
where a dam will retain the water, plain truths, and in a plain and practhere is a gradual slope upwards tical way. Get this booklet and a
causing at present the accumulation free trial treatment of Dr. Shoop"s
of a great deal of water in the forms Rheumatic Remedy for some disheartof little lakes and resacas.
ened sufferer in your vicinity. Make
Much of the land near the reser- a grateful and appreciative friend of
voir is already cleared and ready for some one who Is discouraged because
cultivation. The soil is claimed to of the failures of others t3 help him
be inexhaustibly rich and the ever Help me to make this test, and I'll
present water supply should make certainly help your suffering friend.
Co.
this one of the garden spots of the Sold at Stripling-Burrow- s

points

J. P. LYNG,
City, Freight

W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A.

SANTA FE. N. M.

&

Passenger

Agent

1,900,-000,00-

M01NTAINAIR

15,-00-

CHAUTAUQUA

ASSEMBLY
July

18th

to Aug. Mt

$7.45
ROUND TRIP
On Sale July 16th
to August 1st

at

SUMMER
TOURIST RATES

HBBBBBSa

$50.35

$35.35

$44.35

0.

Cfi fl

vuiijv

I

Via

Summer Tourist Rates

entirely to the credit of the anit
ing authority. Alderman Na lermai
introduced a special resolution recently designed to affect the change and
Mayor Callaghan will do his est to
have the resolution bear frvit. The
Alamo being in charge of the state,
efforts will be made to get relief from
that direction. Should this fail, the
city government will remember that
it has the sole power of the sidewalks
and since the advertisements are on
Last year the government sent out
San Antonio, Texas, July 24. This and above the sidewalks the rest will
to Colfax county a department ex
city has discovered that a chance at be easy.
pert, Porf. C. N. Ainslie, to examine real work is a wonderful remedy for
into the life and habits of a strange heroism, vagrancy and similar
ailDEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
worm that had been devastating the ments. There was a time when Weary Office of Indian Affairs. Washington,
1). a
Sealed
for
gru.ing
range in parts of Colfax county and Willie and others of his ilk were prlvllenes onproposals
the Jlcarrlllaletting
Indian Reserhad been spreading
This thankful when the cop took them by vation, New Mexico, under the penult
rapidly.
system, will be received at the Office of
worm, it was found, was something the nape of the neck and escorted the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washentirely new to the scientists in the them to the basement of the city hall, ington 1, (.!.. until two o'clock, p. in., on
Aujrust 30, 1909, and will be immeMuseums for there it was cool and cosy, and Monday,hereafter
employ of the government.
diately
opened in the presence of
all over the country were searched three meals per day came with de- such biders as may attend. Mays snowline
ot
the
location
the reservation aud all
was necessary
tor this worm, but without avail, and lightful regularity.
Likewise
information may be obtained on
to
the
choice
there
much
could
application
be
about
learned
its
company.
Superintendent of the
nothing
Indian School, Dulce, New MexBut all this has been changed. From Jlcarrllla
habits, food, etc. Prof. Ainslie spent
ico, R. G. VALENTINE, Commissioner.
some time in the study of this worm, early morn till late at night on the
with the chain gang is anyand recently came back to give it a
more thorough study. He is now thing but pleasant diversion to the
TOURIST
down on the C. S. ranch, investigating man with roaming inclinations. Weary
this pest. He states that they have Willie now has to pay for both his
TICKETS
not as yet found a suitable parasite to food and lodging and pay well for it
at that. The benefit of the innovation
New Mexico Central
destroy the worm, and that no birds in is
The city gets fine and
this part of the country will eat it. Its
reand
streets
the vag either
IN CONNECTION WITH
scientific name is Hetnileuca, and its cheap
forms or else leaves for other parts
name
Worm.
is
CHICAGO ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC
Range
popular
where the gospel of work has as yet
He hopes by a more extended study
not been applied in this sensible
to find something that will prey on
On Sale June 1st to Sept..
the eggs or the larvae, because the
30th 1909.
worm attacks the grass and completein
Good Returning October 31st
Foley's
Delay
Kidney
taking
ly destroys it. It is spreading rapid1909.
Remedy if you have backache, kidney
to
is
done
not
if
and
something
ly,
or bladder trouble, fastens the disit ease
check its growth and spreading,
upon you and makes a cure more
To CHICAGO ILL
will soon destroy thousands of acres
difficult. Commence taking Foley's
of rich grazing lands.
Kidney Remedy today and you will
soon be well. Why risk a serious
To ST. LOUIS MO.
Sold by all druggists.
malady?
ANOTHER BIG DAM

week ending July 24, 1909.
Return limit August 2nd.
If not called for within two weeks
they will be sent to the dead letter
office at Washington:
ALL THE
SANTA FE .
Baca, Mr. Fidel
WAY
Carter, Mr. D. R. (2)
II
Catillos, Beba, (due 1 cent)
United States.
Chavez, Apolonio
Garcia, Sra. Felipita Ortiz de
Griego, Meris Jare
Everyone would be benefited by
Hood, Mr. Loue
taking Foley's Orino Laxative for
Hood, Mr. L. E.
stomach and liver trouble and habituIt sweetens the
Johnson, Miss Livina
al constipation.
Jones, S. F.
stomach and breath, gently stimulates
WW I
Montoya, Mr. Rafel,
the liver and regulates the bowels
Paralta, Allice
and Is much superior to pills and or
Putney, L. H.
dinary laxatives. Why not try Foley s
Ribera, Miss Grorita
Orino Laxative today? Sold by all
KANSAS CITY,
ST. LOUIS,
CHICAGO,
Roddy, Thelma
druggists.
Rodriges, Mr. Manuel (2)
.Saraora, Antino
FOR SNAKE BITES-WHIS- KEY
Stimpson, Corputing Scale Co.
NOT MENTIONED.
Stiven, Miss Delia
Los Angeles,
San Francisco,
Seattle,
Stiles, D. M.
followthe
written
has
Bassett
Dr.
Vaughn. Mr, R. B,
$45,20-$50.9$35,20-$41.9- 0
In answer to numerous inquiries:
In calling for these letters please ing
venomous
snakes
are
The bites of
state whether "advertised" or not.
not so fatal as is generally believed,
Osl GomS via Los Angeies, San Francisco,
Postmaster.
if the proper treatment is instituted
FRANK W. SHEARON,
returning via Portland, Seattle and Denver.
B
without a moment's delay.
The treatment consists in the apCOLORADO SPRINGS,
DENVER,
Over Thirty-Fiv- e
Years.
PUEBLO,
of the Intermittent ligature,
plication
In 1S72 there was a great deal of
or
of
removal
the
bitten,
part
prompt
diarrhoea, dysentery and cholera in- at
$21.10
$18.15
least incise the wound freely.
fantum. It was at' this time that
Make local application of permanChamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and
to the part and
St, Paul,
City of Mexico,
Diarrhoea Remedy was first brought ganate of potassium
Pittsburgh, Pa
about
full
doses
hypodermically
given
into use. It proved more successful
full doses of
than any other remedy or treatment, the wound, followed by the mouth.
$52.45
$50.35
$67.30
alcohol or strychnine by
and has for thirty-fivyears maintainechimacera
extract
fluid
Rive
Or,
ed that record. From a small begin4
to
teaspoonful every
SANTA
ALL
WAY
ning its sale and use has extended to
saturate a piece of aband
two
hours,
every part of the United States and
to many foreign countries. Nine drug- sorbent cotton and bind on the part.
each family seCall on, or address
gists out of ten will recommend It I would advise that
above
of
small
the
a
cure
quantity
when their opinion is asked, although
they have other medicines that pay medicines and use them as suggested
them a greater nrofit. It cm alwava immediately, then send for or go at
Agent. Santa Fe, N. M.
be depended upon, even In the most once to yu physician, who will give
City Ticket Office, Catron Block.
severe and dangerous cases. For sale the proper treatment for each indi-b- y
vidua! case.
all druggists.
M., for

E. P. & S.

B

City Fathers of San Antor
sist Upon Their Removi
the Alamo.
San Antonio, Texas, July
fathers of this city can c
In the matter, the bill bi
adorning part of the Alan
will have to make room.
ting forth in blazing color
prose the advantages to bv
using this and that have
formed a rather odd contr
the gray walls of Texas' era Jit,

two-fol-

VISIT

Fall Fair1

THE BILL

Summer

"No-Drip-

Among
Spokane, Wash., July 24.
50,000 men and women registered
for the first three days for Indian
lands in the Siiokane, Coeur d'Alene
and Flathead reservations were three
brothers of the name of Jones, who
came from Wales to file applications.
They arrived in New York on July, 11
and went direct to warden, laano. a
lively mining town in the heart of the
Couer d'Alene. east of here, where
their friends told them of the chances
in the big lottery for 700,000 acres of
land to be distributed by Uncle Sam.
Immediately the three Joneses r&
nounced their allegiance to Great
Britain and filed their declarations of
citizens of the United
becoming
In the meantime they will
States.
van HOUTEN;
W.A.GORMAN,
work in the mines. The rush of ap
Dres. and Gen Mgr Gen- - Pass- - Agent plicants for land is far greater than
RATON. N. M.
RATON, N, JM. was anticipated and it is believed that
more than 300,000 names will be filed.
Most of the transcontinental trains
from Missouri river points to Spokane
are run in two and three sections and
scores of hundreds of persons in the
Pacific states are registering. The
drawings will take place at Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho, beginning August 9.

El

DOWN WITH

rock-pil- e

m
m
m CAME
m
m
m.
in.
m.
in. Three Brothers Jones File Applica
m.
tions for Homesteads on Indian
m.
Reservations.
in.
m.
m.

tl Connect! with E, P. 4 8. W. Ry. train No. 124
arriving In Dawson, N.
M., 6; 15 p. m,
$ Connects with E, P, 4 I, W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
1:55 a. m.
f Stage for van Houten, N. M meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 1, 6:01 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. A S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
,
S. at Oes Moines, E. P & 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M Is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., Is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
Lobo,
Questa, Ranches ds Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.

C.

"
Any lady can get a silvered
Coffee Strainer by writing Dr.
Sheep, Racine, Wis. Send no money.
"
Simply ask for the
Coupon
name
and adprivilege, giving your
dress. Dr. Shoop will also send free
his new and very interesting little
book describing Dr. Snoop's Health
Coffee, that it requires an expert to
tell the difference. And neither Is
there a grain of real coffee in It.
Made from pure toasted grains, malt
and nuts, its flavor and taste is exceedingly gratifying. No tedious boiling either. "Made in a minute," says
Dr. Shoop. Write today for the b,ook
"
and
Coupon. For sale by
Frank Andrews.
"No-Drip-

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
No. 1,
DAILY

Hartley, Springer; J.

"No-Drip-

Comoany.

Railway

h,

TfMi

m.

Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance wltn the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
of the world. Pullman berths reserved.
Exclusive agents all steamship
lines. Information gladly furntsheu.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passenger Agent.
Laughlin Bldg.

St. Louis Rocky Mi.

AHOTME1

P. Laughlin, Springer; F. P. McCune,
Denver; Jacob Posner, Abiquiu; J. B.
inform-tion
Sherred.
mailed free.
Coronado.
IHEBRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta, Ga.
C. H. Wilson, Cimarron; S. Mcln- tos, Sam Schwartz, Denver.
Normandie.
Charles W. Prange, St. Louis; Felix COLFAX COUNTY'S
HOW TO TREAT
Nitkorki, Charles Milisies, Jan Mas- NEW WORM
WITH TRAMPS
lenski, Espanola; Ina Mortensen, Azel
Charles
Mortensen, Mesa, Arizona;
Foster, Dallas, Texas; Ellis Bibeaut, It Puzzles Government Scientists Who Real Work Offered to the Vagrant is
Send a Representative Bugolog-is- t
True Test Whether He is Hobo
Denver; Valentine Leyba, Pena Blan- to Study It.
or Not.
ca; C. L. Carter, Portales.

37iK
,863
7,349

111.

D. N.

is an ordeal which all women
approach with dread, for
nothing compares to the Dain
of child-birtThe thought
or tne suttenne in store tor
her robs the expectant mother
of Dleasant anticioations.
of Mother's Friend robs
use
the
found
Thousands of women have
confinement of much pain and insures safety to life of mother and
to women at tne critical time. Not
child. This iniment is a God-sen- d
women
Friind
Mother's
does
safely through the perils of
carry
only
child-birtbut it prepares
the system for the coming
event, relieves "morning
sickness," and other dis- by druggists at $1.00.
rnmfnrte Sold
Book of valuable

1

h.

B.--

An-tonit-

5.25 p, in.
'
4.22
"
3.17
"
2,36
1.15

" "KlPaso "
" Los Angeles "
Mexico UHyJ
Ar Roswell lv

8.00
7.00

p. 111.
P. "1,
a, m.

"

" Kansas Oltv "
" St. Louis '

9J3i
7.35

111.

Ar
Lv
"

Palace.
Renehan, City; Mrs. M. Tra- ville, Quincy, 111.; C. A. Carruth,
A. Judell, Kansas City; H. H,
McForkle, Kansas City; L. Epstein,
New York; S. G. Smith, Albuquerque;
S. Hardy, Espanola.
Claire.
J. Nestor Ortiz, Los Angeles; James
W. Reagan, Long Beach;
Fred H.
Ayers, Estancia; Mrs. Ida Bole, Sil- A.

ALT.

PASS'K
DAILY

i
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SATURDAY, JU.LY 24, 1909.

E(1or's Xote: When the saloon
out of Fall River, Massachuwas
no
niaQ was more ot the
0
setts
credit 'ue than t0 the Very Rev
Father me B- - Cassldy, rector of St.
'ow it; nas come t0
Mary's c,tnedra1,
out
of
River tne
pass that drlvn
2 nas nm('e one sreat hell
liquor tra
Tiverton,
levee of t little town
just across tne state an c'ty me'
and an alnost linsneakable Hood of
drunkenness results- - 0n Sunday, June
C, attacklPiS tnis new ulace of the evil,
delivered In
the
Father Caf'd"
an
audience
Immense
bffre
cathedral,
of men, a jsermon that for burning
nd scathin? denunciation
eloquence
Is almost without a parallel in the literature of the movement against the
liquor traffic. Father Cassidy introduced his sermon with the fable of the
king whose people were blighting his
capital with pig pens, and who caused
them all to be removed to one place,
just outside the city, where the people
saw them In all their foulness, and
'
straightway demanded that they be,
not merely segregated, but destroyed.
The sermon then proceeded as given
below:
scattered
ago,
Only a month

'

throughout this beautiful city, nestling on the sides of these rippling waters, were concentrated foulsome and
places to which the
most
and
Foulpigstys would be
est crime, disease, corruption, contagion of the most virulent type here
took their rise and spread abroad to
destroy the children of the land. Out
of these vile places floated vile vapors
which stifled every good citizen. Into
our public places from these vile dens
issued the slime of suffocating corruption, stepping into which, public
officer and private citizen slipped and
fell and were wholly immersed. And
so deadly, and so unbearable, and so
insufferable became- - the conditions
that the common people, who here
are ever king, arose, and in unmistakable terms abolished these vile
places and forbade them henceforth,
for a time at least, to pollute their
fair city. But the Lord Jesus Christ,
who is King of all, in his great wisdom
was disposed for the future warning
and cautioning cf his children, these
polluted places should he allowed to
establish themselves just across the
border of our city, where the saloon
in all its rankness might be studied
toy the
people. God, in his great
wisdom and almighty power, can bring
good out of what seems to His creatures unqualified evil. And I am firmly
convinced that out of this great evil,
which just now lies across our borders,
God swill bring great good eventually.
Here are concentrated all the evils,
and all the sin, and all the disease and
all the contagion of the saloon, stripped naked. Go there and see the foes
of our Lord Jesus Christ Go there
and see and hear verified the words of
the chosen shepherd that the saloon
is an unmitigated curse. Listen to the
words spoken only a few days ago in
Atlantic City, at the brewers' convention, by the representatives of the
brewers of this country: "The greed
of the saloonkeeper, backed by the
brewer, with amazing contempt for
public sentiment, has, in some parts of
the country, made the salocn indefen
sible, and it has been outlawed." All
over this great land, from on city to
the other, there cannot be found today
more convincing proof of these words
issuing from the lips of the brewers'
representative than in these' places
across the border, for here the greed
of the liquor dealer, backed by the
brewer, with a brazen contempt of
public sentiment, in an effort to undo
the good which we are trying to bring
about, has set up places which, by the
grace of God, give every man an op
portunity to study what the saloon is
and what are the methods of its keepers. I have said previously that in the
pursuit of their vile purpose these
men know neither God nor good. And
I call upon you men tonight to look
southward across the line and tell me,
if you dare, that I have not spoken
sanely.
With the "reed of the brute, these
men are working night and day to do
what? To build up decency? No; to
pull it down! To purify the community? No; to putrefy it! To cleanse
the community? No; to befoul and to
besmear it! To sober the drunken
and unfortunate? Oh, no, but to debauch and to drunken him more. To
save? No, no, not to save, but to
destroy, to plunder, to pillage and to
damn!
Here, I say, we have the saloon exposed in all its nakedness to the public view, and these insolent brewers,
at their convention, dare to say to us
that he problem of the saloon must
be met in a tolerant spirit by those
who would advocate warfare.
plague-brefedin- g

disease-breedin- g

sweet-smellin-

,

1

if

Toleration!

I

God save us, how long

must we be tolerant? Toleration! God
save us, the truth is that the enslave!
and deluded people are too long backward. Toleration! Thank God, we
are a Christian and tolerant people,
for if we were not, in a body long since
we would have march forward, and
with fire and sword would have annihilated these nulliflers of the public
will. And yet, they call upon us to
toe tolerant, To what shall I compare
the keepers of these vile places? To
what can I compare them but to great,
stretched
Hack, v bloated
spiders,
across the entrances of their vile dens,
awaiting the coming of the poor dupes
tof men to fleece them lifeless and soul- 1

It ,:- -

less and then cast their bodies into the 'decency have been ripped asunder, and
street, after having sacked them of a hopeless community has been brutthe heart's blood.
ally throttled, outraged and raped.
I desire you, my men, fix your at- And all this that the sale of beer
tention for a moment upon the keep- might be continued. And all this that
ers of these saloons. What concern the drunkard might not get a chance to
have they for the moral loss of men? sober up. And all this that the bleed-Leave orders for Auto at Postal
&re you one of tHe thousands of women wKo
What concern have they for the ing heart of the mother might never!
Co.'s Office. Phone 70.
Telegraph
bodies or for the souls ot the drunken be healed. And all this that the swol- suffer from female ailments!
don't
discourbe
so,
"' '
horde who, come to pour into their len eyes of the grieved and deserted
to your druggist and get a bottle of Wine of
aged,
go
be
all
never
dried.
And
wife
Good
SALE
FOR
might
upright piano,
capacious maws earnings which bleed
Cardui. On the wrapper are full directions for use.
a mother, wife, daughter and child? this that the cry of the
nquire at Wagner Furniture company
children might never be
tore.
What concern have they for the city's and
During the last half century, Cardui has
hushed.
welmoral, intellectual and' spiritual
established in thousands of homes, as a safe remedy
But, my dear people, they ask us
fare? What ij more, as they push
FOR SALE Five hundred acres of
for pain which only women endure.
is reliable,
the beer across the bar to the drunken outside: "What are you doing in Fall
patented farming land in Estancia
contains no harmful ingredients and can be dependvalley at $5.'0 per acre. Address A.
father, what sympathy is in their River? Reaping the 'harvest of fifteen
ed on in almost any case.
hearts for the broken mother, for the years' unbroken rule of rum? What
Gallcgos, Santa Fe, N. M.
grieving wife and for the starving are we doing in Fall River. We
children, to whose home they send are learning the bitter lesson of the
GIRLS AND WIDOWS wish to
him? These men know no law but insulting brewer, wholesale dealer and
marry. Big list of descriptions. Locations and photos free. Many handplunder and no motto but greed for liquor dealer, who places himself outsome ami wealthy. Union Exchange,
gold. Have Inot previously stated it, side and above the law. What are we
La Vergne, 111.
that, provided their business brings doing? Watching an overscrupulous
them profit, they care not what their ltolice body gather in drunkards that
MANUSCRIPTS WANTED Novels,
business brings to others? One has arise not from the presence of the
said already: "Give me one year of saloon in Fall River, but from the prespoetry,
history, essays, etc., for publiJ3
this and I will retire forever, a rich ence of the saloon in Tiverton. What
cation in book form. Cochrane Pubman.
That man has not given a are we doing in Fall River? You will
lishing Co., 777 Tribune Building, New
ITra. Charles Bragg, of Sweeter, Ind., tried Caraui. SHs
York City.
thought to the poor man whom, in the remember If you go back to the strugwrites: "Tongue cannot tell liovr much Cardui has done for me.
meantime, he will force into the gut gle of last November, that they told
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bookkeeper and
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ofiice
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hi jr varum.
care not what it brings to others.
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easies, blind tigers and kitchen barA one reference, married, wishes to
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er of the word of God, no enemy of the from it that we will never forget. additional orders will be placed in the
saloon, no apostle of temperance, no What are we doing in Fall River? We fall for 1910 delivery."
BOILED.
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of the drunkard, the shame of the fall- cross, if you ask me what I am doing,
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Company,
corporation, Cat Island, La., "For several weeks I its. Seven years' experience at print"Why can't you go to confession?" Lord
God, arise; take up this thine
who bring this action on behalf of
She said to me: "Last night they
On March er's trade and five years at report- was unable to do
thou art the refuge and hope
themselves and all others similarly 18, 1907, I had aanything.
brought home to me, dead drunk, my armor;
and ing, Can handle any kind of a story.
similar
attack,
oldest son, and as I laid him on the of the fatherless; with thy right arm 6ituated, Plaintiffs.
ant
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break
of
man."
the
wicked
this
power
vs.
bed in all his helplessness a great
and Diarrhoea Remedy which gave steady situation. Please tell all In
The American
storm of indignation arose within me
Mining me
prompt relief. I consider it one first letter and send sample of paper,
and Smelting Company, a corpora
and I lifted up my hands and I asked NEW
the
best medicines of its kind in Address Remington Arnold, Pueblo,
of
EQUIPMENT
tion, and W. G. Franklin, Defend- the world, and had I used it in 1902 Colo., General Delivery.
God in heaven to curse those who servFOR SANTA FE ants.
ed him liquor. I asked Christ to strike
believe It would have saved me a hunTo the creditors, claimants, president,
their children down, and I asked God
dred dollar doctor's bill. Sold by all
If you want anything on sarth trv
directors and other officers, and agto place a curse on their lives just as First Considerable Order Placed by
New Mexican want "ad"
a
druggists.
ents
of the above named defendthe Company Since the Slump
they have blasted and cursed mine. I
ant Company:
in 1906.
knew it was wrong, but I can't take it
NOTICE is hereby given, that pur
back."
suant
to an order of the court duly!
adeniia.t.fi
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train
You watch these men. Watch their
made and enter?d ln the above enti- over
new
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and
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n A. D. 1909. appointing' the undert 0iv,Q
'
referee of said court to take
one of them for all the gold that the emergencies, the Atchison, Topeka & signed
the proof of all claims against said
government ever coined. I say it again, Santa Fe Railroad has placed with the defendant corporation, with authorwith forethought and consideration, it Pullman Car Company a heavy order ity to send for persons and
papers and
is a field of blood; but, my dear men, for passenger cars.
to examine creditors and claimants
if you hope for eternal life, if you love
In speaking of the purchase, W. J. and the
president, directors and other
Christ upon the cross, shun it, shun it, Black, passenger traffic manager of officers, and agents of the said des
shun it! Just as the new or biooa the Santa Fe said: "Yes, we are
fendant corporation respecting its
beset by the body of Judas, who paring to handle the heaviest business affairs and
transactions, and Its
had betrayed omst, so today is tnis in the history of the company. Every estate, money and
chatgoods,
field of blood held by the carcasses of condition points to an unprecedented
and
bills
notes,
tels,
credits,
the betrayers of the Son of God.
movement to California, Colorado and choses in action, real and personal
But, my dear people, you will re- - the Southwest during the next 12 effects of every kind, and also resmember the prayer that I sent up to months. Business is steadily
pecting its debts, obligations, conlast December, when I prayed ing in all parts of the country, and tracts and liabilities and the claims
our Lord Jesus Christ that if the sa- - when business generally is. good,
against it, as will more fully appear
must come, to put it into the fornia, Colorado and the great
by an inspection of said order on file
All Policies secured by
and to put It into the faces of west draw an ever increasing percent-thos- in this cause; I have set Monday the
Offers the best Contract
30th day of August A. D., 1909, at ten
who voted for it; and today in age of the
puDlic.
approved, securities de"The passenger car order that has o'clock A. M. of said day as the time
Tiverton we have it in the hearts and
to the Agent and the
in the homes of those who voted for just been placed provides 130 cars of and my office in the Capitol building
in
posited with the State,
it, for states, for nations, for cities, all classes and will round out our andthe City and County of Santa Fe
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best
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Territory of New Mexico,
for communities are punished for their equipment most satisfactorily. The
of Nebraska,
making
new cars are to he used in filling out place of the first hearing before me
sins just as the individual.
surance to the Policy
as Referee to inquire into and pass
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hem
in
safe
old
Govern
And yet, my dear people, that little gaps and replacing
cars;,
all claims against said defendt
r upon
deserves, not our contempt, not ing more uniform our California
Holder.
ant
ment Bonds.
corporation and as the time and
condemnation. It deserves our ited trains and in providing adequate
place when I will begin to inquire inf
and
Belen
other
for
the
service
sympathy, it deserves our prayers, and
to the affairs of the said defendant
I ask every one of you that you will lately opened lines and branches,
as above set forth. All
'"This is the first considerable order corporation,
pray fervently for the cleansing, for
For SSataa aaA Particular J5.ddxes
claims against said defendant corpothe drying up of this field of blood, for passenger equipment that the San-I- , ration must, by said order of the
EAST LAS VEGAS,
MAIN OFFICE
myself, am a native of that little ta Fe has placed since 1906. The
New MEXICO
Court, be presented to the undersigned
BLD.
PIONEER
and I feel perfectly safe In say- - ic of 1907 caused a suspension of
Referee in writing and upon oath on
that next year these places will ders atthat time, and business last or before the date of said first hearbe no more, for I cannot believe that year, did not seem to justify additional ing, or be thereafter forever barred;
the and the creditors, claimants, officers,
any. portion of my native people have expenditures.
Now, however,
so far fallen from decency, are so lost Santa Fe Southwest is prosperous and directors and agents of said defendto all that is good, as not to resent, at the people of the East are being
ant corporation are further notified
to be present at such first hearing
cost, this attempt to rape a great tracted in that direction in such
of all Christian virtue.
bers that the ordering of new cars has and submit to such examination and
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs In the
But the tale of Tiverton Is not yet hecome a necessity. The new equip- - produce such witnesses, books and located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
the
ended. There is another story to be ment will be built by the Pullman papers relating to their respective
miles west bag been thoroughly tested by
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miraculous cures attested to in the
told about it. Across the rippling wa- - Car Company, t The specifications call claims of the conduct and affairs of
ters of the neighboring hay, some for cars provided with chilled steel said defendant company as the under- of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheusigned Referee may require.
three Centuries ago, there lived a fa-- under frames and reinforced
Fe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
MRS.
G.
F.
Indian chief. Unlike his hrother, forms and vestibules. They are to be
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
McNITT,
Referee. Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
Massasoit, the scalping knife, toma- - finished throughout in hardwood,
Are, rapine and murder made up toned in color to harmonize with the
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comhis life. It cost the young colony much upholstering. ..; The dining cars are Help for Thoie Who Have Stomach The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. .Board, lodging and bathfrom 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
blood and great treasure to annihilate finished in Vermillion mahogany, the
Trouble.
him. History has long since written wood heing especially selected to
Stage meets Denver
After dociorrag
r about twelve carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet Climate per month.
the
entire
and
for Santa Fe train
trains
waits
and
very
dead, but his spirit has risen un- - sure uniformity of grain,
delightful
dry
years for a bad stomach trouble, and
The King Phillip
der another garb.
"The cars will all be heated by the nearly five hundred dollars for med- year round. There Is now a commod- upon request This resort is attrac
brewery. It has donned Its war paint new vapor steam system, the air kept icine and doctors' fees, I purchased ious hotel for the convenience of in- tlve at all seasons and is open all
and has started out on lta trail of sweet hy Garland
ventilators, and my wife one box of Chamberlain's valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Callente
death. And today, my dear people, un- - lighted throughout by electricity, gen- Stomach and Liver Tablets, which did from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at d a. m. and
der the spirit and under the name of erated by dynamos connected with the her so much good .thatshe continued contagious diseases, are not accepted, reach Ojo Callente at 6 p. m., the
that great Indian chief, the scalp of axles. , They include seven library to use them and they have done her "hese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particular
civic righteousness dangles at its belt, club cars, fitted with every modern more good than all of the medicine I of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
The tomahawk has gone crashing appliance and convenience for use on bought before. Samuel tKnvtr. Pol.
through the skull of representative the California Limited; also four large'som, Iowa. This medice is for sale by
goveniiueui. me uoweis n uvuiuiuu neavy tuning oars for the same trains all druggists. Sample free. '
Ojo Calient. Tail. Connty N Al
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(Continued From Page Five.)
Marcelino A. Ortiz has returned
from a business trip to Galisteo.
Territorial Auditor V. G. Sargent
has returned from a ten days visit to
Denver, Colo.
Stanton G. Smith, member of the
forest service at Albuquerque,
is in
the city on official business.
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-forhas returned from a business trip
to Bernalillo and Albuquerque.
Mayor Jose D. Sena and Colonel E.
A. Abbott are in Lasi Vegas today at
the inspection of the National Guard.
Clarence Pierce and R. V. Boyle are
summering for two weeks or so at the
Sulphurs, forty miles west of Santa
Fe.
Mrs. McFie and daughters, Mrs. Lansing Bloom and Miss Amelia McFie,
are expected home this evening from
Ojo Caliente.
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Assistant Superintendent A. A.
has returned from a trip to Las
Vegas and Wagon Mound, where he attended the normal institutes.
Judge Frank W. Parker of Las
Cruces is at Albuquerque today to
hear the case of the City of Albuquerque vs. The Water Supply Company.
On last Monday night and again
on Thursday night Miss Madden entertained a number of young people
informally with a dance at the exec-

s

Gal-lego-

Phone

No.

utive mansion.
Rev. J. Galloway, temporary pastor
of the Presbyterian church, returned
today from a week's visit to the camp
of W. H. Goebel and family, about 12
miles up the Santa Fe canon.
Governor George Curry, owing to
delayed trains, did not leave for Las
Vegas last evening, but was a passenger this forenoon. From Las Vegas
he will go to Mora, Springer and Raton.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien
and Territorial Engineer Vernon L.
Sullivan will leave this evening for
Las Vegas to join Governor Curry on
his Good Roads' trip to Mora, Springer
and Raton.
for
Count Ligi M,ar9i4i-Marin- i,
many years instructor at the New
Mexico Military Institute at Roswell
and well known socially in Santa, Fe,
has accepted the position of assistant
manager of the United Wireless Telegraph Company with headquarters in
London and New York.
Last night at the W'oman's Board of
Trade, the young men of the tcvn
gave an
impromptu
subscription
dance. About twenty couples partici
pated and a good time was had until
twelve o'clock. Morrison's orchestra
provided the music, and while the ab
sence of several of the member at the
Las Vegas encampment, has depleted
the orchestra, the music rendered was
fine.
.,
... ,.

the fired the shot which ejjded his life.
"Choose some profession that you
northeast.
.The maximum, temperature yester- want to follow, and stay with It. Never
day was 75 degrees and the minimum touch liquor, for it will ruin you.
53 degrees.
The relative humidity
"Your mother loves you and she
was 57 per cent at 6 o'clock last eve- loves me, and if anything should hapning.
pen to me I want to know that you
Held-UCar Conductor-Art- hur have stood by her just as I would do.
Street
Lopez and Pedro Martinez
"Now, my son, your mother is tired
were fined $35 each in the police court and wants to rest, o you run along
at El Paso, Texas, on a charge of be- and play, as our voices may disturb
ing drunk and attempting to assault a her."
conductor on a Juarez car. Both men
These were the last words uttered
appeared as if they had got the worst by Koch, who had been in a saloon
of the argument for Lopez's head was drinking shortly before his suicide.
all bandaged up where he had been
p

beaten.

the taxable assessment is

there being exemptions under
the $200 exemption for heads of families, of $271,581.
Mounted Police Kept Busy.
Mounted Policeman Page B. Otero
went to Espanola this forenoon
to
bring back to Santa Fe, Max Gardner
who recently opened a music store
on San Francisco street. Gardner is
wanted primarily by the concern that
furnished the stock for the store, but
also incidentally to answer a number
of other embarrassing questions. The
Mounted Police have his record at
San Bernardino and other points and
say that it is not one of which to
be especially proud.
Mounted Policeman
Apolonio A.
Sena reported to headquarters today
that he had arrested two cattle rustlers at Anton Chico and lodged them
in jail at Las Vegas.
Water Application Filed.
Charles A. Spiess has applied to the
territorial engineer to divert 0.9 sec
ond feet from the Rio Grande de la
Ranchero on the Serna srant in Taos
county, for the purpose of storage and
to

reclaim

1,280

i

'

.

Stewart

left

this forenoon to gauge the flow of the
Rio Grande, the San Juan, the La
Plata and the Las Animas in northwestern New Mexico.
District Court.
The New Mexico Central Railroad
Company and J. Frances J. Torrance,
today filed their answer In the district court to the complaint of Robert Law, In which he sues for $50,-00- 0
damages for breach of contract.
The answer virtually denies all the al
legations set up in the complaint, Including the claim that a contract had
been made to employ Law as presi
dent of the New Mexico Central Rail
road at $12,000 a year and a bonus of
5,000 shares of the stock of the com
pany, of par value of $500,000 but of
alleged actual value of $50,000.
(

BASEBALL.

(MINOR
4.

COAL AND WOOD
AMD

$4,50 per ton

"

Monero

Cerrillos"
Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

I

(

L

'

5.25

6.00
Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Near A. T,

4

a. F. Depot

Phone No. 88, Office Garfield Atomo,

DUDROW & fflONTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

National

Pittsburg
Chicago
New York

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.
Palaco Avenue, Elke Hall.

Talaphona

142.

Nlght-1- 82

Houee.

a

NAVAJO AND
w
w
w

ACHQICE INFO F

CHIMAYO
BLANKETS

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices

4
K
W

SOUVENffiR POSTAL CARDS

K

FOR FIVE CENTS

tt
K

tt All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenir
We will shortly have in a, full line of
Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts. each

W

K

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

M

M
M

8

a

J.
301-30-

S. CANDELAKIO Proprietor,
3

San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

CITY TOPICS

s s

ternoon.

The school

closed

s

s

47
42
35
33
28

St. Louis'-Brooklyn

today. Boston
Cleveland ...
Chicago ...
New York
St. Louis

32
40
44

45

.595
.512
.443
.423

ruins.
A horse and buggy were lost and the
driver barely escaped.
The damage to town property is

$1,-50- 0.

Herder

Disappears

Pablo

Died of Ptomaine Poisoning William Grimes, a deaf mute, died from
the effect of eating canned goods,
this week, on his claim near Hollene,
Curry county. He was ill two days
before he was found and given medical attention.
Charged With Raising Check Casi-mir- o
Chaves was arrested at Roswell
on the charge of raising a check given by Earl Johnson manager of the
Goldenburg ranch near Torrance, from
40 cents to $146.48. He is also accused
of having raised another check at
Duran, Torrance county, to $240. :
It Rained But the precipitation
was only .04 of an Inch . yesterday.
More local showers are predicted for
tonight and tomorrow. The shower
yesterday, came between t 10.47 and
11.40 a. m. In the eventing a thun
lerstorm occurred southwest'1 of , the

40

37

.

1--

3--

4

.

7--

1--

j

"STICK TO YOUR
MOTHER "BOY"
Lost Admonition of Despondent Engi
neer Who Sought In Death Relief
Whisky Could Not Give Him.
Denver, Colo., July 24. At the close
of a conference with his 12 year old
boy during which he talked and advised with him concerning his prospects
when he should become a man, and af
ter telling the boy to run along and
play that he wanted to think, George
Henry Koch, a civil engineer of 3220
Gilpin street, walked ' into his bedchamber and shot himself, the bullet
IIercing his left lung and passing
through his body. He died in the police ambulance on the way to the
,
county hospital.
' With the failure of two small mining ventures and his Inability to secure steady employment as a civil engineer, Koch became despondent dur-

49
46
40
38
37

3--

ing the past few days and talked continually with his wife of the futility of
such an existence. But Mrs. Koch
never dreamed that her husband would
.'.
end his life.
"My boy, when you grow up to be
a man I want you to always think of
your mother and to alwayn remain
with her," the father had advised his
only son just a few minutes before he

1--

3--

2

o

Hernandez, working for W. F. Ritter
near Lordsburg, has disappeared mysteriously. The goats he .had been
herding came into camp and it is
feared that Hernandez was murdered
or perished otherwise.
Taken With Hemorrhage David
Chaves, of Albuquerque, while riding
on a freight train from Belen to Albuquerque yesterday was seized with a
hemorrhage of the lungs which will
probably cause his death.

MARKETKEPORT

.551
.554
MONEY AND METALS.
45
.471
New York, July 24. Lead quiet
46
.452
49
.430 4.304.35; copper quiet 13
call money nominal.
57
.305 silver 50
...25
Washington
N. Y. C.
116
Amal.
Atchison
84;
Western League.
1351-2- ;
S. P. 1321-2- ;
U. P. 198
Won. Lost. PC.
711-8- ;
pfd. 127; prime paper
32
Sioux City ... ... .49
.605 Steel
3
4.
35
46
Omaha ..
.568
36 ".556
Des Moines ... ., ....45
GRAIN, LARD,' PORK AND RIBS.
Denver ... ... ......39 38 .506
Chicago, 111., July 24. Wheat July
41
41
.500 107
Sept. 105
Wichita .
Corn July 717-8- ;
29
38
.494
Sept. 68 8
Topeka
Oats July 44 4 ; Sept 40
49
31
Pueblo ..
.388
Pork July 20.80; Sept. 21.
50
31
.383
Lincoln .. ...
Lard ' July 11.721-2- ; Sept. 11.721-WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
11.75.
National League.
Ribs July 10.40; Sept. 11.35X11.-3- 7
Pittsburg at Boston.
;
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
:
'.WOOL. MARKETS.
;
Chicago at New York.
St. Louis at Brooklyn.
St. Louis, Mo., July 24. Wool unAmerican League.
changed. Territory western mediums
Washington at St. Louis.
2327; fine mediums 2124; fine 12
18
Philadelphia at Chicago.
New York at Cleveland.
LIVE STOCK.
Boston at Detroit.
Kansas City, Mo.,.July 24. Gattle
Western League.
Receipts, 300, including 100 Southerns;
Pueblo at Wichita.
market steady. Native steers, $4.50
Denver at Topeka.
7.00;, Southern steers, $3.405.50;
Des Moines at Omaha.
Southern cows $2.754.00; native
Lincoln at Sioux City.
cows and heifers, $2.257.00; stackYESTERDAY'S GAMES.
ers and feeders. $3.305.25; bulls,
American League.
calves, $3.507.25; WestSecond
2:
5:
Boston
Detroit
game. $2.804.25;
Western. cows,
ern
steers,
$4.256.25;
Boston 2.
Detroit

2

Lu-cer-

'

N, M,

STAND.

53
.346
Teachers' Institutes.
The government rain gauge registerAssistant Superintendent of Public
American League.
one and 43 hundredths inches of
ed
Instruction Acasio Gallegos who has
C.
Won. Lost. P.
''
the
addressed
water';
returned
home,
just
56
Boston ... ...
.25
.309
summer school at the Normal Univer- Detroit
56
30
.651
sity at Las Vegas on Wednesday af- Philadelphia
.578
35
.48

There had. been enrolled 44 teachers.
In the evening he addressed the San
X
V X
institute at the court
X Miguel county
X
Denver, Colo., July 24.
house at Las Vegas. There 73 teachX W:eather
forecast for New X ers are enrolled. On
Thursday he
to- - X
Local showers
X Mexico:
the teachers of Mora counaddressed
stationX
X night or Sunday with
at Wagon Mound. There 23 teachX ty
X ary temperature.
ers are in attendance. Professor
is the instructor at the latter
Train Report All Santa Fe; trains Vaughn
and Miss Rieve of the San Miguel
are on time, also the New ,Mexico
institute.
Central. The Denver and Rio Grande county
Water
Application Approved.
is one hour late.
of
The water rights application
National Guard Company at AlbuGeorge Stith of Otero county, was
querque On. Monday a meeting will this forenoon approved by Territorial
be held at Albuquerque to
Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan. The
the National Guard company.
second
was granted 1
applicant
Dying of Lock Jaw Domingo
feet out of the Tularosa subject to
is dying at his home from lock prior rights. He will build a reserjaw, caused by his stepping on a rusty voir to impound the water.
nail. Lucero is married and has three
Star Service Schedule.
children.
(Silver Citv to Pinos Altos 'Leaves
Trains Again Tied Up Santa Fe Silver
City daily except Sunday on reTrains Nos. 8 and 4 were delayed four
of
mail from train due at 12:15
hours yesterday at Gallup by a wash- ceipt but not later than 12:45 p. m.
p. m.,
out and did not pass Lamy until early
and arrives at Pinos Altos in two hours
this morning.
and a half leaves Pinos Altos daily exI have a number of properties in
cept Sunday fifteen minutes after artown for sale. Also in the Rio Grande rival and arrives at Silver City in two
near Pena Blanca. I also have sheep hours and a half. "
and lambs for sale. M. A. Ortiz room
Bound Over to Grand Jury.
9, Catron Block.
Francisco S. Maes of Pina, Taos
New Advertisement
Attention is county, was today bound over to the
to
the
called
interesting announce grand jury by Judge John R. McFie in
ment made in the new advertisement $500 bail on the charge of forging an
of the Banker's Reserve Life Com endorsement on a check.,
pany appearing on another page.
Goat

ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
166

AT NOGALES.

Nogales, Ariz:, July 24. Rain in the
mountains south of Nogales flooded
League.
Won. Lost. P. C. the town this afternoon. One hundred
23
58
.716 feet of the arroyo wall is gone and
28
53
.654 new construction below the town is iu

Cincinnati
Philadelphia

1-- 2

,

1--

;

"

AND

THEY

HOW
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RETAIL

Screened Raton Lump

BIG FLOOD CAUSES
-

.

WHOLESALE

Nav-ajo-

Aide-de-Cam- p

acres.

B.

HUNTED IN GR
CAVE

.

Stream Measurements.

Hydrographer J.

Postoffice Department j
largest order for postal
placed by one concern,
many as reflecting busin
The order calls for t
hundred thousand replj
or one car load, valued

"The statement tha
has discovered mamnu
with relics of an ane
Colfax County Camp to Be initiated the Navajo country r!
took to that country ii
at Raton in the Near Future-Sa- nta
party of three of us
Fe Interested.
Preparations are now being per an Indian guide on
fected for the organization of Camp trip," remarked Dr. 'W
"We went out from
No. 3, United Spanish War Veterans,
same direction I
the
Department of New Mexico, at Raton,
New Mexico. Application for a char- but we didn't find th
ter has been made by the boys of '98 ancient town said to
at that place, and the camp will be vicinity, probably bees
duly Initiated into the organization guide we had didn
at an early date, under the name of caves and town or el
fear kept him from taking
"Colfftx" Camp No. 3.
We went out principally to
Comrade James E. Hunt of the
Colorado Telephone Company, is pro. hunt for a ledge of gold we had heard
moting the project, which bids fair about, and we tried to find the caves
After
to interest all eligibles residing in when we heard about them.
Colfax county, for which the camp is we got back and thought it over we
came to the conclusion
we were
to be named.
s
The National
Thomas lucky to get back alive, for the
In
were
on
war
those
the
of
of
New
the Department
path
Lynd,
Mexico, is desirous of having a suff- days and we ran a big risk In going
icient number of camps organized' In out into their country. We saw one
the Territory to form a department war party, but they didn't molest us.
"The greatest risk we ran was
ere the national encampment meets
We literally
at Tacoma, Wash., September 8, 9 from rattlesnakes.
and 10, 1909. Efforts are being made kicked them out of the way, but forto create enthusiasm amongst the, tunately no one in the party was
comrades at Santa Fe, with the view bitten.. There were thousands of
that a camp be organized at the An- them in the country we traversed.
"Our guide told us of big caves
cient City.
So soon as the Colfax camp is were people lived years before, and
formed, a request will be made to the of an old town near them but he
national council of administration U. said he didn't know where they were
S. W. V. to create a department con- and we were unable to find them.
sisting of three camps in New Mexi- The country Is so rugged that it was
co.
will hard and slow work to travel and
Department encampments
then be arranged for and held annual- we couldn't cover a large amount of
ly at those places where camps are territory in the search. So we came
back without gold or prehistoric rellocated.
gjflJ ics,
but glad to get back."

(Continued from Page One.)
while

(Continued From Pa

UNITED SPANISH
WAR VETERANS

FAILURE IN SIX YEAR.

NO BANK

CONFEREE AGREE ON
FREE

'"'

-

F. Andrews,

'

city and in the mountains to

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL

IJ

SATURDAY, JULY 24

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

;

4;

i

Chicago 3; Philadelphia 0.
Washington 4; St. Louis 2.
Western League.
Sioux City 8; Lincoln 4.
Topeka 7; Denver 4.
Omaha 2; Des Moines 1.
Coast League.
Vernon 3; Sacramento 0.
Oakland 3; San Francisco 1.
Portland, 9; Los Angeles 0.

Tie

VALLEY

RANCH

Valley Ran ch, New Meiico
Address, J.

f.

$2.754.50.

.

Receipts 2,000; market 5
cents higher. Bulk of sales, $7.50
7.85; heavy,
7.807.95; packers and
butchers, $7.757.90; light, $7.40
Hogs

7.80; pigs,

$6.257.5.

Sheep None; market steady. Muttons, $4.255.25; lambs, $6.507.70;

range

wethers,

'

ewes, $3.25o.00.

$4.005.50;

range

AN IDEAL PLACE FOR VACATION,

historic surroundings, delightful climate, magnificent scenery, fine fishr
ing, hunting, horseback riding, etc;
Good eating, comfortable quarters.
Consumptives positively not received.
Eight' miles from Glorieta, 'where all
',
Santa Fe trains stop.
-

Miller, Prop.

TAXIDERMIST TANNER

&

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line flone to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
and Ladies' Pur Repairing a Specialty
Artistic

Taxidermy
Send (or prices for tanning and lining

furs and hides for rugs and robe

Highest prices paid for raw f urs A all kinds
436 Canon Road
f none buck ia

FRANK F GORMLEY
SANTA

'E.N.M.

Merchandise

